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InTroducTIon

This toolkit is designed to offer a comprehensive set of advocacy strategies and tools for advocates in 
myanmar. advocates can be individuals, communities, civil society organizations, or any other in-
stitution advocating for democratic and participatory development in myanmar. The toolkit is aimed 
to serve above all local and regional civil society organizations based in myanmar’s regions and 
ethnic states. many of these groups have already been involved in advocacy activities, particularly 
in grass-roots level in their communities. This toolkit shall serve as a tool to enhance their work and 
support them in their future endeavours.

In order to identify advocacy issues that are of utmost importance for these groups, we collected 
information from approximately 70 groups from six target regions. These findings were the basis for 
developing this toolkit.

The toolkit is divided into three main sections:

Section i explains what an advocacy strategy is and how to develop one. you will learn what you 
need to consider when planning and implementing any advocacy measure. besides presenting 
a general advocacy strategy based on the 9 questions methodology developed by the advocacy 
Institute, we also show you a practical example of how an advocacy strategy can be developed.1

Section ii introduces some frequently used advocacy actions and tools. It shows you the types of 
instruments that can be used when reaching out to pressure makers as well as decision makers. The 
section guides you step-by-step in a hands-on application and provides many practical tips.

Section iii provides background information on selected human rights – topics that were identified 
as most important for advocacy work by civil society organizations in six regions. This section 
starts with a general introduction to human rights as instruments of international law. we then 
describe the selected rights and compare the international standards and the situation in myanmar. 
These rights include rights of assembly and association, child rights and women’s rights, land 
rights, and participatory peace processes. you will also find case studies showing what advocating 
human rights topics might look like.

How To use THe ToolkIT

This toolkit is intended mainly for PIn’s partner organizations in the divisions and ethnic states of 
myanmar. most of these organizations focus on grass-roots level activities. However, this toolkit can 
also be used by nationwide organizations, individual human rights defenders, other campaigners, 
students, or anybody interested in human rights, advocacy, or communication.

you do not need to read this toolkit from beginning to end. you will probably benefit more if you take 
just parts that are useful for you. However, if you work with the book during a longer time period, 
you can use it step-by-step during the preparation, implementation, and evaluation of your advocacy 

1	 Advocacy	Institute:	Advocacy	Resource	Handbook,	http://www.ngoconnect.net/documents/592341/749044/Advocacy+Resource+Handbook
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activity. keep in mind that it is up to you to decide which parts are useful for you – the toolkit is 
designed to support your plans, with the resources that are available for you. you do not have to do it 
all – we would rather you do less – so long as you do it well.

The toolkit will:

 � Help you to analyse the roles of stakeholders in your advocacy
 � Help you to define your goals and shape your message
 � give you ideas and inspiration on tools for your advocacy
 � Help you to assess and determine the best use of available resources
 � give you an insight into human right standards and the situation in myanmar
 � show examples of successful advocacy campaigns

advocacy defInITIon

advocacy is one of the tools that can change the impossible to possible. Ideas that were once considered 
impossible can happen, thanks to advocacy. many important changes in the past happened due to advo-
cacy movements – among them was the abolition of slavery in the 18th century in the united states of 
america, or the suffragette movement on women’s rights in the united kingdom at the beginning of the 
20th century. advocacy goals can be achieved through a combination of different approaches, including 
working closely with decision makers, lobbying, or raising public awareness of an issue.

There are many different definitions of advocacy. most of them include at least some of the following 
features:

 � acting on behalf of someone in order to improve his or her situation
 � analysing problems and finding solutions
 � fighting for revocation of restrictive legal frameworks and policies
 � reforming institutions
 � diminishing gaps in power relations
 � empowering those who have less power, in particular marginalized people
 � ensuring participation
 � changing attitudes and behaviours
 � Informing duty-bearers and rights-holders on important issues
 � strengthening civil society and democracy

advocacy can target citizens as well as governmental institutions. according to the human rights 
framework, all people in the world have fundamental rights; everyone is a right holder. governmen-
tal institutions have the obligation to enable the people to enjoy these rights. They are duty bearers.

Targeting duty bearers may include efforts aimed at changing the legal framework, developing poli-
cies, and the implementation and enforcement of laws and regulations imposed by the state. Targeting 
right holders may include awareness raising and training on human rights, encouraging communi-
ties to participate in processes that are relevant for them, and changing attitudes and behaviours 
hampering enjoyment of human rights for all, etc.
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This toolkit aims to serve civil society organizations based in myanmar’s regions, especially in the 
ethnic states. while the toolkit provides ideas and tools to make advocacy at a national level possible, 
we know that many of our partner organizations work at the grass-roots level. Their work includes 
promotion of the rights of marginalized groups, such as women and children, or that of people facing 
land confiscation and eviction. many organizations are striving for more public participation in the 
peace process. Issues related to freedom of association and assembly are important for all groups. we, 
therefore, focus this toolkit especially on issues of relevancy for regional civil society organizations, 
and understand advocacy in its broad definition as “any deliberate measure targeting duty bearers 
or right holders with the aim to – directly or indirectly – change laws and policies for a better 
protection and promotion of human rights.”

civil society groups have a crucial role to support all actors to learn about, defend, and promote 
human rights. Public engagement and involvement in a transformation process is very important. 
Advocacy approaches should include a variety of people. advocacy is not an elite lobbying ap-
proach by only a small group of actors, but rather an activity that should involve as many people as 
possible. Public participation in advocacy helps to hold governmental authorities accountable. This is 
important not only at national but also at local levels.

advocacy is being used in all countries around the world in many situations:

 � It is used to fight poverty and contribute to the social and economic development of people 
suffering from poverty.

 � It is used in countries with restrictive systems in order to fight for civil and political freedoms 
of people.

 � It is used to stop discrimination of marginalized people, such as children, women, people with 
disabilities, low-wage workers, and social minorities, such as lgbTs or ethnic and religious mi-
norities.

 � last but not least, advocacy is also being used to promote peace and reconciliation in countries 
that have suffered from armed conflict.

In the myanmar context, all of these aspects are important. myanmar has suffered from decades of 
political oppression and military dictatorship. although the myanmar government has embarked 
on a series of reforms since 2010, the reforms have just started and there is still a lot to be achieved. 
myanmar is a country where marginalized groups face difficulties to claim their fundamental rights. 
It is a country with no ceasefire agreement signed on national level, with fragile cease-fires in 
many ethnic areas, and with on-going armed conflict in other areas. last but not least, myanmar 
is a country with millions of people living in poverty. The common feature among these situations 
is that a systematic promotion and protection of human rights is not yet guaranteed. sustainable 
development and a successful transition in myanmar will not succeed if these rights are not respected 
and protected.
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SecTion 1: 

AdvocAcy 
STrATegy

This section deals with developing an advocacy strategy. you will learn what you need to con-
sider when planning and implementing any advocacy measure. This section is based on the 
9 questions methodology developed by the advocacy Institute.2

These 9 questions include:

 � what do we want? (goals)

 � who can give it to us? (audiences; key players; or power-holders)

 � what do they need to hear? (messages)

 � who do they need to hear it from? (messengers)

 � How can we get them to hear it? (delivery)

 � what do we have? (resources)

 � what do we need to develop? (gaps)

 � How do we begin? (first steps)

 � How do we tell if it’s working? (evaluation)

 � How do we deal with risks? we included this question as advocacy in a context such as myanmar 
can bear serious risks. This should be taken into consideration when planning advocacy.

you can see the questions in the following graphic. It shows that carrying out an advocacy measure is 
similar to the project cycle management you know from your work. In general, we speak about two 
different stages – the planning phase and the implementing phase.

2	 Advocacy	Institute:	Advocacy	Resource	Handbook,	p.	32,	www.ngoconnect.net/documents/592341/749044/Advocacy+Resource+Handbook
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ModeL AdvocAcy STrATegy – LAnd conFiScATion ScenArio

To give you a practical example of an advocacy strategy, we developed a fictitious land confiscation 
story. The places, institutions, and persons in this story are not real. yet similar cases can – and 
do – happen in myanmar. below, we present the story. In the following subchapters you will be able 
to see how the problem inspired advocacy.

LandconfiScationScenarioinyaeKyithit

1. THe STory

In 2009, farming families living in yae kyi village, in the south of Thein valley, were forced from 
their lands by the Tatmadaw to make way for a railroad project. The military told the families they 
needed to leave their homes before scheduled demolition of the area began. Two bulldozers arrived, 
and soldiers went door-to-door forcibly removing people from their homes, marching them to the 
border of the land that would be used for the railroad. Their homes were leveled, their fields run 
over by the bulldozers, and the military erected fences around the confiscated land.

The families moved 8 km further north into Thein valley, and settled there – even though it was far 
from local schools and health clinics, had no water or sanitation infrastructure, and was not on any 
local transportation routes. The land was not being used, and was large enough for all the families 
to have space for a home and land for farming. without resources, the farmers and their families 
had nowhere else to go. They called their new village yae kyi Thit.

five years later, in January 2014, the military came to yae kyi Thit and informed villagers that the 
land had been sold by the government to Zay win shein Holdings, and would be the site of the new 
narathu Industrial Zone. over the past five years, yae kyi Thit had grown as more people who had 
been displaced when their lands were confiscated and bulldozed for the railroad. except for fences 

iMPleMenTing 
yoUr aDvocacy

Planning 
yoUr aDvocacy

1.
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goal
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built around the confiscated land, no construction had been done on that project. The military offered 
30,000 kyat for each acre of land in yae kyi Thit and ordered the families to leave immediately. one 
of the farmers, nauk Toe, said that their farms were worth more than 30,000 kyat per acre. nauk 
Toe and two other farmers were beaten and arrested. soldiers forced the families from their homes, 
demolished the buildings, and ran over the fields.

Protest i:

The next week, the villagers marched to the Thein valley Township administration office to 
demand fair compensation for their lands and release of the three arrested farmers. The Town-
ship administration officer refused to meet with the villagers, and threatened additional arrests 
because they did not have an assembly permit. The villagers marched to the local office of Zay win 
shein Holdings, to protest the company’s taking of their homes and farms. one representative of 
Zay win shein Holdings came out and told the families that the company had rightful ownership 
of the land, allocated to them by the Township agriculture and Irrigation office and the myanmar 
Investment commission, and that they had already paid for the land and did not need to pay the 
farmers. The police came and broke up the demonstration, arresting nine more people. The families 
returned to yae kyi Thit.

Protest ii:

one week later, nauk Toe and two of the arrested farmers were released and returned to yae kyi 
Thit. several of the farmers decided that since they could not farm, there was no way for them to 
feed their families or earn a living, that they would visit the Thein valley Township administration 
office each day for the next month, to meet with officials from the Township administration, the 
Township agriculture and Irrigation office, and the myanmar Investment commission to demand 
return of their lands, fair compensation, and release of the other villagers.

after two days of demonstrating at the Township administration, officials continued to ignore the 
farmers gathered outside their offices. on the third day, police dispersed the protest, and arrested 
10 more of the farmers for ‘inciting unrest.’

organizing:

after this most recent round of arrests, a local human rights lawyer, myo myat visited the farmer’s 
settlement, and met with nauk Toe and several of the other farmers who were not in jail. In total, 
19 villagers from yae kyi Thit were still in detention. myo myat talked with the farmers about the 
new farmland and vacant, fallow, and virgin lands management laws, and how the community 
of yae kyi Thit had a case for compensation, and possibly for the return of their confiscated lands. 
The farmers agreed to meet with members of the farmers’ network Initiative to learn more about 
their rights, an ngo that supports land rights claims, myanmar green rights coalition, and to 
make a plan to continue working to get their land back.

myanmar green rights coalition began documenting land seizures in Thein valley three years 
ago and has started to organize a large demonstration in nay Pyi Taw to pressure the government 
to respond to demands of farmers displaced by land confiscation for development projects. The yae 
kyi Thit farming families joined other displaced people from eight other townships in Thein valley 
to advocate for the release of their fellow villagers in detention, return of their farmlands, and fair 
compensation for the homes, crops, and income they have lost over the past five years.
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1.1 THe goal of your advocacy

any advocacy effort must start with a clear idea of what you want to achieve. It means that you need 
to define your overall goal. before defining it, you need to analyse the key problem that you would 
like to address and its underlying causes and effects. The better you analyse the problem, the easier 
it will be for you to tackle it.

ProbLeM AnALySiS

In order to analyse the problem in detail, 
you can use the tree problem analysis 
method. The trunk describes the prob-
lem, the roots of the tree describe the 
different causes of your problem, and 
the leaves are the effects. for example, 
the cause of the problem can be re-
lated to restrictive legislation and policy 
regulation or absence of rule of law. for 
example, the problem is farmers losing 
their land. The causes of the problem 
are restrictive legislation and absence of 
rule of law. The effects of the problem 
can be poverty, detention, deprivation, 
and lower decision making power.

when conducting the tree problem 
analysis, the most difficult part is to 
identify the cause(s) of the problem. Try to identify tangible causes and be as specific as possible. 
after acknowledging the causes of your problem, you can think of what solutions exist and which of 
these solutions are achievable.

overALL goAL

ask yourself – what solution is achievable by your advocacy? The answer should be the same as the 
overall goal of your advocacy.

effecTs

identification 
of the problem 

(treeproblemanalysis)

identification 
of the overall goal 

(solution)

identify short term 
goals to reach 

overall goal

ProBleM

caUses
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SHorT-TerM goALS

In most cases, advocacy requires many steps before the overall goal can be achieved. These steps are 
called short-term goals. To find out what your short-term goals are, ask yourself what steps you need 
in order to reach your overall goal. There can be more than one short-term goal, and each short-term 
goal can have different deadlines.

short-term goals will be reached earlier than the overall goal. for example, if there has been an 
environmental disaster caused by pollution from a chemical factory, the short-term goals are often 
related to helping the victims of the disaster or related to the steps towards the overall goal of policy 
and legislative changes that would help to ensure that such a catastrophe would not happen again.

remember the land confiscation scenario in yae kyi Thit village? Here you see how planning the 
advocacy strategy started, using the methodology that has just been described.

LandconfiScationScenarioinyaeKyithit

2. deFining AdvocAcy goAL

To make an advocacy plan, myanmar green rights coalition visited each of the nine displaced 
farming communities and invited members of the communities to a planning meeting at a local 
monastery. during the planning meeting, members of the different communities shared their ex-
periences, and learned that no one had had any success in meeting with the Thein valley Township 
administration office. In the previous six months, nearly 30,000 acres of land had been seized 
in Thein valley, with more than 300 people arrested for protesting the land confiscations, and no 
reports of any township officials meeting with any farmers about these issues. none of the villagers 
had received any assistance for wasH infrastructure, health care, or schools. The farmers decided 
that continuing efforts to meet with the Thein valley Township administration office would not 
be successful, and committed to directing their advocacy actions toward officials in nay Pyi Taw.

Through the course of the planning meeting, myanmar green rights coalition and myo myat 
worked with the farmers and their families to define their advocacy goal, through problem analy-
sis, and identifying both the overall goal and short-term goals:

Problem analysis:
 � farming communities displaced by land 

confiscation and left homeless
 � lack of understanding of farmers’ legal rights
 � corruption

 � lack of laws protecting land rights
 � weak institutions managing land rights
 � unfair land management laws favor govern-

ment and businesses over local people

overall goal: 
 � return land to farmers
 � strengthen rule of law against land grabbing

 � change laws to protect land rights of ordinary 
farmers

Short-term goals:
 � get detained farmers released
 � communication with government and 

township officials, Zay win shein Holdings 
stakeholders, and other people who can 
influence situation

 � secure social and economic protection and 
support for the farmers’ everyday survival

 � award fair compensation to farmers for confis-
cated lands
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TiPS:

 � do not try to set an overall goal that is too ambitious (for example to install flawless democracy in 
the next one year)

 � do not target the government, but rather its policies

 � always set deadlines for both your short-term goals and the overall goal

1.2 TargeT audIences

after you analyse in detail the goal of your action, you need to think about who is linked to your 
advocacy and how – you conduct the stakeholder analysis. This is a simple tool that will make your 
work more focused. It helps you to see the stakeholders’ stance on an issue while giving you a clear 
picture of possible allies and opponents. It also helps you to see how stakeholders may use their power 
and influence on each other. after you know all people, organizations, and institutions involved in the 
issue you are trying to tackle, you select those who you will target by your advocacy – your target 
audience.

STAKeHoLder AnALySiS

a stakeholder is a person, group, or institution connected to the goal of your advocacy. It can be 
someone who has something to gain or lose by your advocacy action. stakeholders belong to one of 
the following categories – private sector stakeholders, public sector stakeholders, and/or civil society 
stakeholders. stakeholders can be involved negatively or positively, as opponents or supporters.

Short-term
goal1

Short-term
goal2

long-TerM 
overall 

goal

Short-term
goal3

Short-term
goalX

Startofyouradvocacy
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The stakeholder analysis has the following steps:
 � The general identification of stakeholders
 � analysing their interests
 � assessing their support or opposition
 � assessing their influence and importance.

PrivATe SecTor 
STAKeHoLderS

PUbLic SecTor  
STAKeHoLderS

civiL SocieTy 
STAKeHoLderS

 � corporations and businesses
 � business associations
 � Professional bodies
 � Individual business leader
 � financial Institutions

 � ministers and advisors (executive)
 � civil servants and departments 
(bureaucracy)

 � elected representatives (legislature
 � courts (Judiciary)
 � Political parties
 � local governments/councils
 � military
 � International bodies (world bank, un)

 � national and international ngos
 � all csos and cbos
 � media
 � churches/religion
 � schools and universities
 � social movements and advocacy 
groups

 � Trade unions

PriMAry And SecondAry TArgeT AUdience

once you have mapped the stakeholders you can identify the target audience that will be most able 
to help you achieve your goal. who are the people who have the power to make the change and who 
are the people who can pressure those in power?

In general, we talk about two types of target audiences – primary and secondary. The primary 
target audience is the one in power to make the change (decision makers), whereas the secondary 
target audience can pressure the primary target audience (pressure makers). In many cases the 
primary target audience is dependent on the secondary target audience (members of parliament are 
dependent on their voters/the general public).

advocacy
action

secondary TargeT 
The Pressure makers

PrImary TargeT 
The decision makers

overall 
goal
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The general primary or secondary target audiences could be:

PriMAry TArgeT AUdience
 � decision makers
 � Policy advisers
 � government representatives and officials
 � Policy leaders
 � religious and community leaders

SecondAry TArgeT AUdience
 � Journalists
 � community groups
 � International and local companies
 � un agencies/Ingos/csos
 � national or international media
 � Public

Have a look at the land confiscation scenario in yae kyi Thit. How did the groups identify their 
target audience?

LandconfiScationScenarioinyaeKyithit

3. idenTiFying TArgeT AUdience

once the group had agreed upon their advocacy goal, they identified the target groups of their 
advocacy, using stakeholder analysis to determine their primary target audience and second-
ary target audience:

Stakeholder Mapping:
 � Township administration office
 � Township administrative officer
 � land confiscation Investigation committee
 � myanmar Investment committee
 � farmers
 � media/ Journalists
 � usdP Party
 � Parliament

 � Township agriculture and Irrigation office
 � national agriculture and Irrigation department
 � Parliamentary representatives
 � csos
 � ngos
 � Zay win shein Holdings – company managers, 

employees, shareholders, investors
 � nld Party

Primary target audience – groups or individuals in power to make changes to solve problem
 � Township administrative officer
 � Zay win shein Holdings company

Secondary target audience – groups or individuals that can pressure the primary target audience
 � media
 � Parliament
 � land confiscation Investigation committee
 � agriculture and Irrigation department
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1.3 advocacy message

you know your goal, you have identified and analysed the stakeholders. now you need to develop 
your message. The advocacy message is a concise and persuasive statement about your advocacy 
goal that captures what you want to achieve, why, and how. every campaign should have a core 
message. It is the key component that helps you to reach the ultimate goal of your action and to 
unite your movement. besides the core message, several supporting messages can be tailored to the 
different target audiences.

The supporting (or tailored) messages should link your audience to the issue, build passion, and 
broaden support for your action. supporting messages often talk about how the objective will be met, 
how much it will cost, and the methods by which it can succeed. you can tailor the message according 
to your target groups and the situation. However, the core message cannot be changed. It is like the 

“rice” at every meal. you can have different types of curry to cater to the guests at different meals 
(tailored messages), but you must always have the rice (core message).

for example 

MeSSAge PrePArATion

for developing your core and supporting messages, you need to speak to your audiences about the 
problem, the causes of the problem, and the solution to the problem. you learned this analysis already 
in chapter 1.1.

THe ProbLeM (And iTS eFFecTS/iMPAcTS)

when you describe a problem to the audience, it is important to focus on how people are affected. you 
need to explain who is affected and how badly. Try to touch people’s hearts and minds: describe the 
problem by giving examples of real people. you should also speak about the impacts of the problem 
and what would happen if the problem is not addressed properly (e.g. due to land confiscation, people 
need to move, lose their source of income, cannot support their families, etc.).

core 
Message

ingredientforyour
tailoredmessage2

ingredientforyour
tailoredmessage1

ingredientforyour
tailoredmessage5

ingredientforyour
tailoredmessage4

ingredientforyour
tailoredmessage3
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THe cAUSe oF THe ProbLeM

In chapter 1.1 you have identified the fun-
damental causes of the problem for yourself. 
when talking to your target audiences, do not 
overwhelm them with the complexity of the 
causes of the problem, but rather focus on the 
most urgent causes of the problem. for your 
advocacy activities, focus on causes that are 
smaller than the problem. This way some 
target audiences may be less afraid to join in 
your advocacy. for instance, highlight specific 
policies or laws rather than the whole politi-
cal system of myanmar. If you say the whole 
system is the cause, many people will think it 
is too difficult to find a solution, and will not 
see what their support could achieve.

THe SoLUTion

when preparing your core message, come 
up with a solution. It is crucial to emphasise 
that there is a solution. If you neglect to do 
so, people will not want to follow you, and 
will feel unmotivated and disempowered. It 
is good to highlight the easy steps that can 
be done quickly, and then later tackle the 
harder tasks, because immediate solutions 
and steps are part of the long-term solution. 
do not overwhelm the people with too many 
solutions; do not give them too many things 
to do. Try to be specific and simple, as in the 
example from yae kyi Thit.

TiPS For yoUr MeSSAge

when you prepare your message, be strong 
and clear. It is crucial that your message is 
easy to understand. If you only have limited 
time, focus on the most important points first. 
It is better to have a message that is short 
and simple to grab people’s attention. People 
usually do not have the time to read reports 
or long texts. However, if you are able to grab 
their attention, they will become interested to 
learn more. for example, look at the pictured 
ice cream cones. If you had 3 ice cream cones 

TiP: In the analysis, include the economic value 
of the problem. Highlight the urgency of the 
problem: is there a type of deadline? example: If 
the people displaced by the landgrab do not get 
safe places to stay before the rainy season, many 
children and elderly from that group will become 
seriously ill.

LandconfiScationScenarioinyaeKyithit

4. deveLoPing AdvocAcy MeSSAge

after identifying their target groups, myanmar 
green rights coalition worked with the farmers’ 
to build their advocacy message:

 � The problem: farming communities 
displaced by land confiscations were left 
homeless

 � The cause of the problem: unfair land 
management laws that favor government and 
businesses over local people

 � The solution: change laws to protect the land 
rights of ordinary farmers

core message: myanmar green rights coalition 
and the farmers’ network of Thein valley want 
to change laws to protect land rights of ordinary 
farmers (solution) to return lands to farming 
communities displaced by land confiscations 
and left homeless (problem) which is caused by 
unfair land management laws that favor govern-
ment and businesses over local people (cause).

The most important points at the top first!

When time 
is short

When there 
is more time

When we 
have two 
hours to talk

Problem Cause Solution
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and only 3 minutes to eat them, would you eat one ice cream cone and throw the rest away? no. most 
of us would try to eat the chocolate and cherries of all the ice cream cones first and then try to eat the 
rest if time remains. That is why we need to find the chocolate and cherry of our message to attract 
our audience’s attention and concern first.

TAiLoring yoUr MeSSAge

after constructing your core message and knowing your target groups, you should tailor your message 
to specific targets. This is a very effective tactic, but do not try to create too many tailored messages; 
rather, be disciplined when deciding which specific targets are the most strategic to ensure success of 
your campaign. you must use the right language to fit the background and interests of your target group.

1.4 gaInIng suPPorT for your advocacy

gaining support for your advocacy is a crucial part of your advocacy effort. In general, we can talk 
about two types of support – one that comes from your target audiences and the other that comes 
from your partner organizations or networks. The first part of this chapter is devoted to the nature 
of gaining support from your target audiences, and the second part focuses on strengthening your 
movement.

SUPPorT FroM TArgeT AUdience

as an advocate you need to get people on your side. The best way to gain support is to find out as much 
information as possible about your target groups. It is very common at the beginning of an advocacy 
action that people are not interested, and you need to convince them to join you. How should you do 
it? The most important factor is to know their interests and use that to your advantage. your target 
audiences might support you if:

 � it is easy for them to do so. many people say no to something because just because it is too 
difficult or inconvenient for them. Therefore, you need to find ways to make it easy for people to 
support you.

 � They get direct or indirect benefits out of their support. for instance, they may get gratitude, 
respect, or popularity, or they can help someone who is close to them.

 � They like you. People will be more likely support your cause if they trust you, like you, or admire 
you. In order to be trusted and liked, you need to develop your personal and/or organization’s 
credibility and maintain an ongoing contact or partnership with the people around you.

 � They care about your goal. many people naturally care about something they feel strongly about, 
for example, children. It is good to use personal language by telling simple stories and providing 
real-life examples. make people feel that your advocacy impacts them, their children, their rela-
tives, and their community.
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 � it fits with their identity, goals, philosophy, or opinion. In order to get people on your side you 
need to know common interests and priorities, or you need to be able to describe your goals in the 
context of their priorities.

 � it is their job. some actors, especially governmental authorities, have the obligation to protect the 
wellbeing of people. you need to convince them that your action is actually a part of their duty. 
when dealing with authorities, make sure to be as diplomatic as possible, at least in the beginning. 
Help them see that being proactive on this issue is part of their job or responsibility.

 � it is their legal obligation. everyone has to respect the law. This applies also for international 
companies. People and companies can be sued for doing harmful things outside of their country. 
This means that you should know as much as possible about the laws or rules affecting your targets 
and the issue you are working on.

 � They are afraid of negative consequences. some actors might lose their power, mandate, money, 
or credibility if they do not take action and support you. The best approach in this case would to 
be to find out what they are afraid of and to ensure that they know what the negative consequences 
could be. on the other hand, never threaten your target audiences as this could prove to be very 
dangerous.

coALiTionS And PArTnerSHiPS

advocacy action is not easy for a single individual or one organization. Joint advocacy efforts are 
more likely to be successful and are less risky. In the previous chapter, you identified who can 
support your advocacy action, but not all of your supporters will be interested in working and 
cooperating with you. It is your task to identify those organizations, groups, or individuals who are 
keen on becoming your partners – actors with whom you can create a coalition. working in coali-
tions has advantages such as the possibility of sharing resources, experience, credibility, visibility, 
and decreasing security risks.

To identify the possible partners in your action, ask yourself the following questions:

 � are other organizations working for the same issue as you?

 � If yes, at what level and in which location are they working?

 � do coalitions exist already for the same purpose under someone’s leadership?

 � what are the advantages and disadvantages of joining them?

for example, land grabbing: most of our traditional allies may be farmers’ groups, political 
groups, or even environmental groups. However, in the international community we see that the 
women’s movement has a very strong influence too. Therefore, we can try to tailor our message 
to highlight how women are affected by the problem. we can also highlight women leaders 
and spokespersons in the anti-landgrabbing movement who are trying to solve the problem. It 
will then be more likely that the women’s movement will see that supporting the anti-landgrab 
movement is part of the broader empowerment of women.
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 � are you confident in the 
credibility of your allies?

 � do they add value to your 
advocacy mission?

 � do they agree with the val-
ues, vision, and mission of 
your advocacy initiatives?

 � what can be the level of 
their involvement – co-
organizing and co-imple-
menting, or simply signing 
petitions and adding their 
name to statements?

 � Timing – some of our allies may not be able to join us for the whole duration of the advocacy 
campaign but may join on and off for specific actions within a campaign.

LandconfiScationScenarioinyaeKyithit

5. bUiLding coALiTionS And PArTnerSHiPS

with this advocacy message, target groups, and advocacy goal, the group came up with a plan to 
gain support for their cause of returning the confiscated land to farmers:

 � awareness campaign through csos
 � Press conferences and press releases to inform stakeholders about situation
 � give interviews on radio programs – voa, bnI, fevr
 � coverage from media – local radio, local news, international news
 � Parliamentary representatives raise questions about land grabs in legislative sessions
 � seek financial and technical support from ngos
 � approach Zay win shein Holdings for corporate social responsibility (csr) support, because it 

is good for their image to come to an agreement with the farmers
 � work with local township authorities to give permission for demonstrations and protest actions, 

back channel letters and information up to Parliament and ministries
 � develop strong relationships with other coalitions and partnerships, such as women’s groups
 � regional farmer networks
 � International labor organization – Ilo
 � farmers’ customers and brokers who are no longer able to buy and market their produce
 � Peasant unions
 � csos
 � cbos
 � Ingos
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1.5 advocacy Tools

There are many ways of using different tools 
and actions to spread and deliver your message. 
choosing the right approach depends on the 
situation and includes a variety of measures. 
advocacy requires human resources, time, and 
money. However, when you select the right 
tools, you will maximize your resources and 
the outcome of your action.

To select the most suitable advocacy tools, you 
should think about the best way to reach your 
target audiences and whether you have enough 
resources to handle these tools. different target 
audiences need different tools:
 � you can reach all audiences through media. 

most important tools when targeting media 
outlets include press releases, email alerts, 
press conferences, pictures, social or audio-
visual media.

 � when reaching out to pressure makers, you 
can use awareness raising activities and 
public campaigning such as leaflets, news-
letters, online tools, or direct actions.

 � when the target audiences of your advocacy 
are decision makers, lobbying is one of the 
most effective tools.

If you want to learn more about advocacy tools, 
go to section II – advocacy Tools and actions. 
There you will find descriptions of many tools 
and step-by-step instructions on how to develop 
and use them.

MeSSengerS

To get your message heard, think of who can best 
deliver your message. It can be somebody from 
your group, but could also be an expert in the 
field, a famous or influential person, key media 
personality, or someone directly affected by the 
issue. The messenger will become the voice, face, 
and ambassador of your advocacy activity. The 
criteria for the selection of the messenger should 
be based on the type of message you would like 
to get across. sometimes you can have more 
than one messenger (one for each target group).

LandconfiScationScenarioinyaeKyithit

6. deLivering AdvocAcy MeSSAge 
– USing TooLS And TecHniqUeS

They reviewed advocacy tools, and identified 
which would be most useful, given their avail-
able resources:

Advocacy tools and actions
 � Press conference – held in front of Zay 
win shein Holdings offices. local, national, 
and international media; township officials; 
local communities; csos; ngos; members 
of Parliament invited to attend.

 � Press release – written to include 
personal testimonies of farmers, and 
distributed to major news media outlets, 
township officials, members of Parliament, 
agriculture and Irrigation department, 
land confiscation Investigation commit-
tee, usdP, nld, ngos, Ingos, csos, 
and cbos, read on radio broadcasts, and 
posted on facebook.

 � Photos and videos of land confiscation 
– before, during and after – distributed to 
media, township and national authorities, 
cso, and ngo networks.

 � Facebook page launched to include updates 
on all activities – press releases, photos, 
videos, links to media stories, meeting 
requests, and responses.

 � interview series of displaced farmers and 
their families – profile of children, women 
and men, and how they have been affected 
by land grabs.

 � Petition campaign – to show support of 
ordinary people for changing land rights 
laws to protect farmers’ rights.

 � March to nay Pyi Taw to meet with 
national government officials – farmers to 
carry drums and banners with before/during/
after photos of their confiscated lands.

see what advocacy tools and techniques were used 
by the advocacy group from yae kyi Thit.
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1.6 resources for your advocacy

when planning an advocacy action, you will 
need to consider available resources. These 
resources can be material, human resources, 
or intangible resources such as experience, 
contacts, commitment, credibility, alliances, 
outreach, etc. once you know what resources 
you have access to, you can indicate what else 
you need to get. It could be skills, materials, 
alliances, outreach, information, people, and/or 
money. simultaneously, you should think about 
where, and more importantly how, you will get 
the things that you need.

see what available resources the advocacy 
group from yae kyi Thit identified. This analy-
sis allowed them to find the most suitable advo-
cacy tools, as described in the previous chapter.

1.7 rIsk assessmenT and conTIngency Plan

before you start any action, ask yourself: what could be the negative reaction to our advocacy activ-
ity? How would it be possible to reduce the risks or prepare yourself and your partners to respond to 
them? what will you do if something goes wrong or something does not work? are the objectives 
and targets of your action realistic? you need to ensure that you have enough time, human resources, 
and material resources to achieve your goals. at the same time, also think of what other groups 
work on your topic and how you can all complement or strengthen each other rather than duplicate 
efforts and clash.

risk assessment is often done through swoT analysis. It means that you analyse the strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of the action. swoT provides a useful checklist to help create 
a strategy, organizational direction and core message.

LandconfiScationScenarioinyaeKyithit

7. AvAiLAbLe reSoUrceS

 � Human resources – people who have lost 
everything, and are angry enough to take action

 � coalition and networks – csos and ngos 
with advocacy experience

 � legal resources – land rights lawyers who 
know laws and are dedicated to farmers’ rights

 � limited material resources
 � limited financial resources
 � common experience among farmers – solidarity

What do we need to develop?
 � skills in communication and advocacy
 � legal knowledge
 � gradually build up relationships with local 

authorities

What do we 
have already?

We have:
contacts, human resources, 

credibility, commitment, 
materials such as paper, 

stickers, etc.

What do 
we need to 
develop?
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SWoT AnALySiS

STrengTHS

 � what strengths and resources do we have on our 
side? (do not underestimate commitment, pas-
sion, resourcefulness, creativity, and credibility).

WeAKneSSeS

 � what do we lack?
 � what is our weakness for this project?

oPPorTUniTieS

 � what opportunities can we take advantage of?
 � How can we link our activities to other 

important issues and advocacy actions?

THreATS

 � what risks/threats/dangers are there for this 
project?

 � How can we minimize risk?

LandconfiScationScenarioinyaeKyithit

8. SWoT AnALySiS

The farmers discussed the risks they would likely face in marching to nay Pyi Taw, protesting in 
front of government buildings, and demanding meetings with government officials. several farmers 
were already beaten and arrested, and did not want to repeat the experience again. nauk Toe said 
that he had already been arrested and beaten and that it is a price he is willing to pay again if it 
brings more support to their cause. others agreed with him. The group conducted a risk assessment 
through a SWoT analysis of their plans:

STrengTHS

 � dedicated core group of actors with com-
mon cause and experience

 � experienced organizers in myanmar green 
rights coalition and farmers’ network Initiative

 � connections with strong cso and media 
networks to raise awareness of land confisca-
tion cases

 � moral justification for demands for compensa-
tion and return of lands

WeAKneSSeS

 � Power and force are concentrated with town-
ship and national authorities

 � Zay win shein Holdings has money, power, 
and crony connections to government. farmers’ 
group does not.

 � very few material and financial resources to 
support campaign

oPPorTUniTieS

 � sharing common land grab experience 
through media and radio can bring local, 
national, and international attention and 
support

 � cso and ngo coalitions can be a stronger 
force against crony businesses

 � Zay win shein Holdings can support the 
farmers and communities as part of a csr 
initiative

THreATS

 � farmers’ group can be arrested, beaten, and/
or detained

 � other groups may not have any resources to 
spare in support of this campaign

 � media may ignore the campaign
 � Protest may cause other land grabs, or even 

harsher interpretation of laws
 � marching from Thein valley to nay Pyi Taw 

could be dangerous
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1.8 monITorIng and evaluaTIon

monitoring takes place during the whole advo-
cacy activity. It should offer a systematic and 
continuous assessment of the progress of your 
activities by using simple, straightforward, and 
manageable documentation. It works best if 
you can monitor the basic inputs and outputs of 
your action. Inputs are all the resources that you 
have devoted to the action – such as a number 
of advocacy letters sent, hours spent on the ac-
tion, etc. outputs would be for example number 
of answered letters, discussions with decision 
makers and articles published by media, etc.

In comparison to monitoring, evaluation is car-
ried out at some significant stage of the project – very often in the middle or at the end of the action. 
To evaluate your advocacy you need detailed information from your monitoring and possibly other 
data. after acquiring this information, you can evaluate it by asking yourself questions such as: did 
we select the right target audience? did our message actually reach the audience? did we use the 
resources efficiently? does the advocacy have any impact?

1.9 a few more TIPs before you begIn

now you are ready to start! you can simply check if your advocacy strategy is based on the four key 
cs: clear and consistent message, credibility, contacts, and context. for your advocacy to be success-
ful, you should also try to connect with people on a personal level and appeal to their hearts, minds 
and common human experiences.

FoUr cs oF AdvocAcy

cLeAr, conSiSTenT MeSSAge
 � make sure your target audience easily under-

stands your core message

credibiLiTy
 � correct information, consistent values & 

process, ethical actions & statements
 � no double standards, no backstabbing

conTAcTS
 � know who your primary and secondary 

target audiences are and how to reach them
 � who are useful friends & network, potential 

allies?

conTeXT
 � know the values, beliefs, priorities, and 

concerns of your target audience
 � anticipate opposing arguments and pre-empt 

them if possible
 � avoid offending your target audiences

LandconfiScationScenarioinyaeKyithit

9. MoniToring And evALUATion

at the end of the meeting, the farmers had a plan 
of action for their advocacy, including their goal, 
messages tailored to target groups, tools to engage 
different target groups, and an understanding of 
the risks they are willing to take. They agreed 
that myanmar green rights coalition, and other 
cso partners, would conduct monitoring and 
evaluation of the campaign to understand which 
approaches are working, which ones are not, and 
how they can be changed.
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1.10 fIrsT sTePs

now it is time to begin your advocacy. see how the farmers from yae kyi Thit started their action.

LandconfiScationScenarioinyaeKyithit

10. FirST STePS

The group decided that the march would begin on march 2, Peasants’ day, and take three days to 
reach nay Pyi Taw. myo myat organized four other land rights lawyers to meet the marchers in 
nay Pyi Taw to be present in case of any arrests, and to participate in meetings if the government 
officials responded to the farmers. over the next few days, myanmar green rights coalition 
worked with the farmers to make banners and signs to carry during the march, applied for authori-
zation to hold the march, and identified places along the march route where the groups will be able 
to rest each night.

Action:

The next week, the farmers, myo myat, and myanmar green rights coalition marched to nay Pyi 
Taw. along the route, people from other townships who had been displaced joined the marchers. 
by the time the group reached nay Pyi Taw, there were more than 1,000 people from 15 townships 
demanding the return of their lands and fair compensation. when the marchers reached the nay 
Pyi Taw city limits, they were met by the police. The commanding officer told the group that their 
demonstration permit had been amended for ‘reasons of national security’ and only 200 people 
would be permitted to demonstrate. Two hundred representatives from the 15 townships, myanmar 
green rights coalition, myo myat and the other land rights lawyers continued to march to the 
Parliament buildings.
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SecTion 2: 

AdvocAcy  
AcTionS And TooLS

by now you are familiar with the development of an advocacy strategy. one step in strategy 
development is the selection of suitable actions and tools; you learned this in chapter 1.5. 
This section builds upon on this step and gives you detailed instructions how to use the most 

important tools. It is not vitally important to read the entire section – you can just choose the tools 
you find interesting.

There are many ways to create a successful advocacy. every advocacy action demands different tools. 
This depends on the goal, target audiences, and message, as well as your resources. Pick and use a few of 
the most relevant tools that will best help your situation instead of using all of the tools available to you.

The chapters of this section are divided according to target audiences. under each tool we explain its 
use as well as how to develop it. you might also remember from chapter 1.2 that the target audiences 
for advocacy are divided into primary targets (decision makers) and secondary targets (pressure 
makers). some of the tools that are described below are more suitable to influence decision makers, 
while others are more useful to target pressure makers. There is one category (media work), which 
reaches out to both audiences, pressure makers as well as decision makers.

Therefore, we divide this section into following chapters:

1. media relations (tools reaching out to all target audiences)

2. awareness raising activities and public campaigning (tools reaching out to pressure makers)

3. lobbying (tools reaching out to influence decision makers)

keep in mind that this is a slightly simplified division allowing for a better understanding of which 
tools can be used to target each respective audience. yet, the division is not strict. There are some 
cases where some of the tools can be used to reach the target audiences in other ways than we have 
suggested here.

similarly, as in the previous section, this section will use the land confiscation scenario in yae kyi 
Thit to provide a realistic application of the proposed tools. In chapter 1.5, you saw what advocacy 
tools the farmers used to reach their advocacy goal. This might serve you as an inspiration. another 
inspiration might be the pictures that we use in this section. even though many of these illustrations 
represent a different context, they illustrate the practical usage of certain tools.
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2.1 medIa relaTIons

In advocacy, we use the media to deliver advocacy messages, to encourage people to take a certain 
view on an issue and, hopefully, to communicate their views with policy makers. The principal ben-
efits of using the media are: the ability to deliver your message to a large number of people, potentially 
attracting public interest and supporters to your case, and the increase of your profile and credibility 
with decision makers, therefore improving access to these actors. decision makers pay attention to 
the media, so you can also reach them directly through the media.

most important tools used to reach out to the media are press releases, email alerts, press confer-
ences, pictures and audiovisual materials. equally important are personal contacts and meetings with 
journalists, and providing them with case studies or stories on a regular basis.

PreSS reLeASe

a press release is a written statement to the media. It aims to inform the public through the media 
about an event; it presents a report, a statement, etc. when writing a press release, bear in mind 
that a press release should be brief, clear, and to the point. consider that the timing of the press 
release is very important. a press release should be relevant to recent news, not too old and not 
too distant.

sTeP-by-sTeP

identify a “story” for a press release

 � media are likely to publish information related to relevant, new, and near issues. It means that the 
issues are significant and context-related for a large amount of people or specific target groups.

Write a press release

a typical structure of a press release:

 � Headline: The headline is known as the eye-
catcher and is important to the whole release. 
It can be written in bold and should highlight 
the main news point.

 � intro: aim to answer as many of the “5 ws” 
as possible in the first few sentences. (Who is/
was it about? What is/was the news? When 
does/did this event happen? Where does/
did this event take place? Why is/was this a 
news?) start with the date and city. The lead 
sentences (first 2–4 sentences) should sum up 
the press release, and the additional content 

eXaMpLe

Headline:
More than 1,000 people have been displaced 
as a consequence of land confiscations in Yae 
Kyi Thit

Intro:
January, 30, 2014, Yae Kyi Thit: More than 
1,000 people (Who) were displaced and 
forced to leave their farms (What) in Yae Kyi 
Thit (Where) over the past 6 months (When). 
This happened as a consequence to land 
confiscations and land seizure to make way 
for the new Narathu Industrial Zone (Why) in 
Thein Valley.
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(body) must elaborate on it. do not forget to insert a link to download pictures or videos related to 
the story right after the intro.

 � body: It is important to prioritize the key information and concrete facts in the body of the press 
release. facts presented in a compact form are more important than long background information 
that can be added after the key facts. do not hesitate to offer part of the case study/story. avoid 
using long sentences, repetition, and overuse of fancy language. use quotes of key people associ-
ated with your press release or like-minded stakeholders that can support your position. Quotes 
also add credibility to the text and make it a more interesting read. you can fill the paragraph with 
interesting figures, facts, and achievements.

 � organizational information: you can include basic information about your organization at the 
end of your press release. when a journalist picks up your press release for a story, he or she will 
have to mention the organization in the news article.

 � contact information: If your press release is really newsworthy, journalists will want more 
information or would like to interview key people associated with the article. you should provide 
contact details of people who you wish the media should speak to. The contact details should 
include your organization‘s official name, the media department’s official name and contact person 
(if you have one), office address, telephone and fax numbers with proper country/city codes and 
extension numbers, mobile phone number (optional), email addresses, and website address.

distribute a press release

 � develop a media contacts database. Try to 
maintain as many personal contacts with as 
many journalists as possible. once you write 
your press release, distribute it to your press 
contacts.

 � send your release by email. Put the release in 
the body of the email, not as an attachment. 
If you must use an attachment, make it plain 
text format.

 � In the subject of your email write ‘Press 
release’ and add the headline of the press 
release (for instance: Press release: More 
than 1,000 people have been displaced as a 
consequence of land confiscations in Yae Kyi 
Thit). a headline will help your message catch 
the attention of target journalists.

 � If you inform media about a planned event, do so around one week in advance (for daily publica-
tions) or two weeks (for weekly publications). That gives them time to feed into what they are 
already working on or contact you for additional information. do not hesitate to call the media 
to ask whether they are interested in the event and offer sending additional information (such as 
photo documentation). Journalists receive many press releases every day, so it is important to 
send a personal note to relevant journalists.

WHAT iS eMbArgo?

embargo:
Include information about whether the press 
release can be used immediately or if it is em-
bargoed. embargo is important if, for exam-
ple, you want to launch a report to all media at 
the same time. distributing the press release 
before it should be published gives selected 
media the opportunity to prepare their story 
based on the press release and to schedule it 
for publication.

In email:
For immediate release (or)
Embargoed until…
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example of a press release
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eMAiL ALerT

compared to the press release, an alert is a tool used to distribute urgent and important information 
immediately through social media channels (facebook or Twitter) or email channels to your media 
contact list or other relevant stakeholders. email alerts are sent as soon as possible after an event or 
issue happens. email action alerts are a very effective way to communicate with a lot of people very 
quickly, enabling mobilization.

sTeP-by-sTeP

identify the right information

 � Identify urgent information that should be distributed as email alert through your media and 
stakeholder contact lists. Timing is far more important the length of the email alert; focus on the 
most important facts and refrain from providing too much background information. otherwise, the 
structure of an email alert is similar to a press release.

Write an alert

a typical structure of an email alert:

 � Headline: The headline is known as the eye-
catcher. It can be written in bold and should 
highlight the main news point.

 � intro: follow the same structure as in case 
of a press release: aim to answer as many of 
the “5 ws” as possible in the first few sen-
tences. (Who is/was it about? What is/was 
the news? When does/did this event happen? 
Where does/did this event take place? Why 
is/was this a news?) start with the date and 
city. The lead sentences (first 2–4 sentences) 
should sum up the press release, and the ad-
ditional content (body) including quotes, if possible, must elaborate on it. 

 � contact information: you should provide contact details of people the media should speak to for 
additional information. The contact details should include your organization’s official name, the 
media department’s official name and contact person (if you have one), office address, telephone 
and fax numbers with proper country/city codes and extension numbers, mobile phone number 
(optional), email addresses, and website address.

distribute an alert

 � Try to distribute an alert as soon as possible after the emergency or urgent information. use social 
media channels (facebook or Twitter), as well as your media contact database.

 � write ‘alert’ and the headline of your alert into the subject of your email.

eXaMpLe

eMAiL ALerT AboUT UrgenT iSSUe

Headline:
More than 300 people arrested for protesting 
the land confiscations in Thein Valley

Intro:
January 30, 2014, Yae Kyi Thit: More than 
300 people (Who) were arrested for protesting 
the land confiscations (What) in Thein Valley 
(Where) on January 30, 2014 (When). This 
was the most repressive response from the lo-
cal authorities to protests against confiscations 
and displacements of farming communities last 
months (Why).
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PreSS conFerence

Press conferences are organized to announce something important or controversial to gain greater 
attention and broad coverage in newspapers, magazines, social media, blogs, radio and Tv news 
broadcasts. a press conference is an event when you want to make an impression on the media and 
provide them with as much information as possible. compared to press releases and written articles, 
a press conference provides space to make noteworthy announcements and present relevant findings, 
events, or issues for the target community.

sTeP-by-sTeP

identify a topic for your press conference

 � To be successful, the topic of your press conference should be newsworthy and of significant interest 
to target groups so that media outlets are more likely to send reporters to cover it. Press conferences 
are usually organized around events like a launch of a new initiative (e.g. establishment of myanmar 
green rights coalition to advocate for victims of land confiscations) or significant issues where 
various experts or resource persons can give information to the media from multiple points of view.

organize a press conference

 � select a date, time, and location for the press conference. check the calendar of your target com-
munity, partner organizations, or other stakeholders to make sure the date you choose does not 
conflict with other significant or newsworthy events that might draw attention away from your 
press conference.

 � Plan the press conference in advance (at least two weeks). This will give you enough time to write 
a press release and determine appropriate media outlets to contact. The initial press release should 
state the reason for the press conference and include compelling copy that describes why the event 
is worthy of news coverage. It is a good practice to send a polite reminder a few days before the 
press conference or call the media and find out if they plan to attend.

 � make advance logistical arrangements, such as venue booking, checking the sound system, and com-
piling of a press kit (information for journalists about the issue to be presented at the press conference, 
information about the speakers at the conference, copy of the press release, copy of speeches).

 � Prior to the press conference, make sure that the following arrangements are set: preparation of 
names plates for the speakers presenting the issue, display of visuals such as logos or organiza-
tional materials, preparation of a sign-in sheet for journalists, checking the sound system and 
microphones, distribution of press kits, and preparation of refreshments following the event.

Prepare a follow-up media coverage

 � within a few hours after the event, send the main conclusions from the press conference to impor-
tant journalists who were unable to attend.

 � gather press clippings (published articles resulting from the press conference) and distribute them 
to important partners and pressure makers.
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PHoTogrAPHS

In every print or online media, pictures play a crucial role. They complement the written story, raise 
emotions, and are easy to remember. you can gain attention for your work through posting or deliver-
ing pictures. In documentation of human rights abuse cases, pictures serve as evidence.

sTeP-by-sTeP

before you push the shutter

 � Think about the composition. composition means how the objects are arranged in the picture. for exam-
ple, it is probably better to place the main subject into one third of the photograph instead of the center 
because it looks more natural. In addition, pictures should not be overloaded with too many objects.

 � go closer, capture a natural situation. It is more authentic to capture motion or a natural scene on a 
picture than showing stiff objects. choose a nice background and make sure that there is nothing 
behind the people giving a visual that something is growing out of their heads (such as tree). 
capture a singular subject and avoid disturbing elements that have nothing to do with the picture’s 

“message.” The main object should not be too small, so make sure to get close enough or zoom in!

 � make the best use of sunlight. It is best to have the sun behind your back. If possible, wait for the 
so called “golden hour” which comes approximately one hour before sunset or alternatively with 
a sunrise. at that time, the light is milder, shadows softer, and colours warmer. do not photograph 
objects hidden in the shadow, as they will appear too dark in your picture. also, make sure that 
your own shadow is not in the picture.

 � check that you are holding your camera level, especially when taking pictures of nature.

edit and distribute photographs

 � after downloading photos from the camera, delete those that cannot be used (usually, it is most of 
them). organize or tag groups of photos so that you (or someone else) can find them later. always 
make a selection of only the best pictures before sending them out.

 � caption your pictures immediately after downloading them so that you do not forget who is on 
them, along with where and when they were taken. your recipients will not appreciate seeing 
pictures without immediately understanding what they mean.

 � note the name and story of the people appearing in the pictures so that you will not forget later. bear in 
mind security concerns if you take pictures of sensitive topics, do not reveal facts if they could bring the 
persons on the photographs (or those who provided you with sensitive information) into danger.

back up important photos by storing them in at least two separate locations.

 � recover pictures. If you are ever in a situation in which you are asked by the authorities to delete your 
pictures, know that you can recover your pictures later as long as you do not overwrite the card with 
new pictures. The process of ‘deleting’ a photo involves simply re-allocating bytes as empty space. as 
long as no new data is written on the memory card, the old data remains and can be recovered.
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 � be mindful of the metadata you leave on your photos. many digital cameras imprint the digital image file 
with information, called eXIf data, such as the date, camera model and make, and even gPs location. 
anyone is able to read this information by using online eXIf viewers (http://regex.info/exif.cgi). when 
dealing with sensitive topics, be sure to clean your photos of any metadata before posting them online.

examples of good pictures

natural environment, motion, only one main subject 
(“one story”), no disturbing objects, mild light.

Sources: Piotr Zaporowski (1–4), People in Need (5).

example of a less good picture

main objects are too small,  
looking away and hidden in shadow
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AUdioviSUAL MATeriALS

video is the most used audiovisual tool in human rights documentation. It brings testimonies and evi-
dence of people to life. videos can help you share your message with the public and raise awareness 
of crucial causes and consequences of human rights related problems. unlike other visual materials, 
videos describe your case in very attractive way. They help you to get fast support as they reach 
people emotionally.

even if you are not a video expert, this chapter will show you how to record a simple video with the 
help of commonly used devices like smartphones or computers. If you manage to provide first hand 
video materials on important issues, e.g. human rights violations, this may boost your case as it can 
serve as evidence. Publicizing human rights violations is a way to demand justice for the victims 
of abuse by pressuring governments to respond and to hold perpetrators accountable. Publicizing 
human rights violations raises awareness in society and can mobilize support for the accusations or 
the victims. documentation through video recording can help to mobilize international attention to 
an issue and can push the government to act as a result.

sTeP-by-sTeP

Find and prepare the content

 � before you start recording, please clarify 
your objectives. Please try to answer the 
questions of who, what, where, when, and 
how of the incident.

 � Try to provide evidence to your case. This 
can be testimonies or interviews of people 
related to the story. make sure that your 
testimonies and interviews are balanced 
and credible. before you start recording 
interviews, please make sure that the person 
interviewed provides you with authorization 
to make the testimony public. If the person 
asks to remain anonymous, do not reveal 
her or his real name and try to keep his/her 
face hidden.

Make the video

 � The most common methods include a video 
camera, or even a smartphone and your com-
puter’s built-in webcam. should you be using nonprofessional equipment, there is one simple rule, 
which is to choose the highest possible recording quality.

 � unless you are experienced in video production, do not use many fancy methods, such as zooming, 
panning shots, or special effects. If possible, avoid shaking and moving the camera.

samples of interviews and testimonies:

 � Interviews with affected people, including 
victims and eyewitnesses

 � Interviews with those who violate human 
rights (government officials, police, etc.)

 � Interviews with witnesses of violations (doc-
tors, neighbours, etc.)

 � videos that directly show the incidents or their 
consequences

some questions you can ask yourself before you 
start a video recording:

 � what are the issues we will be recording?
 � for what reason are we recording these abuses?
 � what support and resources will we need?
 � what are the risks of doing such a video re-

cording? can we bear the consequences?
 � what do we wish to achieve as a result of the 
video recording?

 � for whom is the video intended?
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 � avoid noises that are not relevant for the video (such as conversation between people sitting in the 
same room, closing doors, etc.).

 � make sure that you use a language that viewers will understand. If necessary, ensure there will be 
a translation or subtitles.

edit and distribute your video

 � If possible, let an experienced cutter edit your video. If you have to do it yourself and do not 
have much experience, keep it short! delete incomprehensible speech, repetition, and distracting 
or irrelevant sounds and images. keep in mind that it is the images, the sounds, and the people 
themselves who tell the story.

 � look at some tips how to prepare a good video: http://bit.ly/1vaH4H7.

 � once the video is finalized, post it online. websites such as youTube allow you to post short video 
clips that supporters can use and share online. sometimes these clips can spread themselves – they 

“go viral” – and attract attention to your advocacy work. They can be linked to websites and email 
campaigns to encourage people to sign petitions or statements of support. It is important to upload 
your video on a website but also enable it for sharing. when you upload the video, make sure to 
include a link to all your other activities.

 � If you plan on doing more with the video than just putting it online, it is a good idea to output a 
master file at high-resolution.

 � youTube has a programme which brings added functionalities to your account such as livestream-
ing, a donate button, and in-video annotations, along with other calls to action.

 � send the link to the video to all those you consider relevant to inform. This can be the media, other 
advocacy groups, or citizens.
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2.2 awareness raIsIng acTIvITIes 
and PublIc camPaIgnIng

awareness raising activities help to mobilize broader public groups, especially pressure makers like 
civil society members, farmers associations, lawyers, and others. for awareness raising actions, we 
can use tools such as leaflets, newsletters, online tools, and direct actions, along with events like 
campaigns, happenings, or flash mobs.

LeAFLeT

leaflets are an inexpensive tool and are easy to make, as long as you keep it simple. leaflets help to 
distribute your message to people in a printed version so that they can keep it. leaflets can help you 
raise awareness of your advocacy message, or you can use them as invitation for an event you have 
organized. when developing your leaflets, it is important to think about your target groups and the 
messages you want to pass on to them.

sTeP-by-sTeP

develop message

 � It is necessary that you create a central message for the leaflet (e.g. ”stop land confiscations‟).

Write a leaflet text

 � when developing the leaflet ś text, try to keep the language clear and simple.

 � make the leaflet informative. leave detailed explanations out and instead refer the reader to a 
web link.

 � Try to include pictures. Pictures break up chunks of text and many people do not have time to read 
long passages, so they can use the visuals to quickly grasp the concepts and purpose of the leaflet.

 � Include links to social media and possibly a Qr code with a link to your webpage or facebook.

do a rough layout

 � The rough layout for a leaflet is usually a sketch that will show where text and images will be 
positioned on the leaflet, how big the size of each text portion will be, and how much of the leaflet 
will be dedicated to each separate part or idea. This rough draft will show how much room is 
available and how it can be allocated.
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design a leaflet digitally

 � ms word is a popular format for making a leaflet because it is installed on many computers. 
ms word also has distinctive features, such as column additions, that allow for easy leaflet creation. 
If you do not have ms word, try other print shop programmes, or let a professional do it for you.

 � do a print preview. a page layout or print preview option allows you to see how the leaflet will look 
when it is printed. ms word also has these features to help planners evaluate the final layout before 
the document is printed. when reviewing a print preview, be sure to proofread text to ensure there 
are no errors that could distract from your messages.

distribute a leaflet

 � make sure that the leaflet is widely distributed to all relevant target groups and stakeholders. make 
your flyer available online. use http://issuu.com/ or https://www.scribed.com/ and connect it with 
social networks easily.

example of a leaflet

neWSLeTTer

This tool serves your organization to build its expert position, collect support to your case, and fun-
draise among supporters. simultaneously, a newsletter helps you keep regular communication with 
your supporters by providing them with information and thus engaging them in your case for longer 
time. newsletters serve people as a deeper understanding, to get informational updates, and provide 
activity summaries on their topics of interest on a regular basis (e.g. regular monthly newsletter about 
events and issues around land confiscations in myanmar). while it is relatively cost effective, the 
production of a regular newsletter is time-consuming and requires great commitment.

distribution of a leaflet to stakeholders
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sTeP-by-sTeP

consider your audience and build contact database

 � Try to collect contacts through every possible channel; explore and update your database regularly. 
bear in mind that a small number of very interested people is better than a huge number of mostly 
disinterested people. If possible, use existing databases of other groups. ask to add a link or ad-
vertisement banner on your newsletter to their websites or share with their databases of supporters. 
you should update your contacts regularly.

develop the content of a newsletter

 � readers want to learn something new that is relevant to them. Therefore, describe recent develop-
ments and provide readers with content, which is unique and serves the reader as a user-friendly 
summary. a strong newsletter is simple, clear, and orderly.

 � a newsletter serves as a resource to relevant and recent existing information, summarizing recent 
development, and acts as an invite to your activities. and most importantly, it links your supporters 
to your website/facebook, or simply to your organization.

 � newsletters link to your other existing activities. even if you want to inform subscribers, the 
articles should be published on your website, where you can also run other activities such as 
fundraising or campaigns.

Write newsletter articles (ideally 3–5 articles in total)

 � use journalism style of writing: Include 5w’s and H (who, what, where, when, why, and how) in 
the lead. The remaining information should be answered in the subsequent paragraphs. It is very 
similar to writing a press release.

 � be interactive: use links, pictures, videos, or blogs. a few images in your newsletter will help 
attract your readers’ attention. Take advantage of this fact by ensuring every image has a caption.

 � use Quotes, facts, & statistics: use direct quotes from interviews and supplement articles with interest-
ing facts and statistics. This will offer useful information for readers and add credibility to your article.

 � be brief: use lists, short sentences, and avoid too many paragraphs. give readers the information in 
as few words as possible. That means you cannot offer great detail, but you can give people a concise 
overview. If the topic is complex, suggest additional resources or offer a contact for more information.

 � use personal stories, videos, or pictures to make the newsletter more attractive.

Prepare an accompanying e-mail

 � Headline in the email: use an eye-catching title and change it every month to attract readers (for 
example: “Inside – exclusive Interview with the dalai lama!” instead of “our october newsletter”).

 � In the email: use interesting, lively headlines and provide a short summary to each of the articles 
in the newsletter.
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distribute a newsletter

 � by using social media tools you can get a broader audience (on facebook, Twitter, youTube, etc.). 
always use mutual links between all your Internet tools: advertise every new issue of your news-
letter by posting on your facebook page and uploading it to your website.

 � Place subscription opportunities for your newsletter visibly on 
your website or advertise on facebook.

 � use an email server to build your design and structure instead of 
doing it all yourself (mailchimp, smartemailing, Hubspot, etc.)

ONlINE TOOlS

The Internet facilitates many different tools. The listed online tools help you deliver your advocacy mes-
sage in a much faster way to specific target groups and the general public or media. another big advantage 
of online tools is the outreach to a huge number of people using social media and making connections to 
other supporters. online tools are free which makes their usage very appealing. you can also easily store 
and build up information about your supporters, and help move them up the ladder of involvement.

WebLog

“weblogs” or “blogs” are websites that are sometimes known as online Journals. They basically consist of 
“posts‟ (the online equivalent of a diary entries) which are listed in chronological order, and often include 
provision for readers to comment, and have other elements of interactivity. advocacy organizations and ad-
vocacy campaigns are increasingly turning to weblogs to allow their people to keep up to date with campaign 
developments in real time. Through frequent posts, a weblog will help you to build up your expert position on 
the certain topics that you are writing about. It will also raise your publicity in media and on social networks.

If you consider opening a new blog, you can use https://www.tumblr.com/. It is very popular and well 
connected with social networks.

Practical tips

 � before opening a weblog, have a clear idea about your topics and what you want to put online and 
in what areas you want to start building your expertise.

 � when you write your blog, think about your readers and be careful about the style of your writing 
– it should be readable and understandable for your readers and followers, but do not use slang or 
informal language (use clear and understandable titles, write short paragraphs, and raise questions 
relating to your topics).

 � It is recommended to upload your weblog site at least once a week in order to maintain the interest 
of readers.

 � for promotion of your weblog, use social media to raise awareness of your contributions.

recommended email servers:

 � mailchimp.com
 � smartemailing.com
 � Hubspot.com
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SociAL MediA

social media is an instrument for communica-
tion, like print media and radio, but it also al-
lows discussions and interaction among people 
and readers. The advantage of social media 
is that it attracts the attention of a wider and 
new audience base that has less interest in con-
ventional media channels. It allows for virtual 
conversation that is more personal and gives 
citizens a sense of ownership of projects and 
actions. social media is not only place to find 
information, but also a place to organize events, 
express your opinions, share your photos, meet 
new people, promote your work, participate in 
campaigns, and much more. common social 
media networks include facebook, Twitter, and 
others. Here, you find a short and funny over-
view: http://bit.ly/1rH2Huo.

Practical tips

 � The content and style should be clear and easy to understand. Include interlinks so that people 
can view and share your post or find out more information. your writing style should be friendly, 
conversational, and engaging. when it comes to prompt action, ask your audience to help you do 
something (e.g. donate).

 � when writing your post on facebook or Twitter:
 » Put relevant and intriguing information at the beginning of your post.
 » ask a question that always works well, while keeping the message short but relevant (80 words).
 » Test your message to be sure your readers pick it up in less than a second.
 » Provide enough context so your message can stand alone.
 » avoid acronyms that people may not know.
 » use simple words that people can easily recognize and understand.
 » write in first or second person (I, we, you).
 » Tone should be natural and casual, but still professional; use action verbs such as learn, watch, 

and join.
 » be as responsive and transparent as possible.

There are two different ways of using facebook, the first being that you can use Profile for personal 
purposes. It is prohibited to use a profile as an organization. If you use a profile as an organization, 
you are at risk that facebook will delete it. as organization, you should use a Page. There, you have 
access to statistics on page views and visitors, you can pay for your post to be promoted, etc.

 � when thinking about quality content, follow these instructions:
 » never copy and paste from a website.
 » Think headline, not article – get attention by adding action or link.
 » add pictures, but respect the format.
 » Tell good stories – avoid static stories

4 cs or SiMPLe gUideLineS:

 � contribute – share content you produced that 
can be useful to others, use contributions from 
others.

 � converse – listen and respond, have your say 
and contribute to a discussion, this expands 
your sphere of influence.

 � connect – prioritize and come together with 
others, be they a group, organization, etc. Tar-
get influencers who can spread your messages.

 � community – build online relations with 
people all over the world.
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 » shorten your link with https://bitly.com/ 
and see statistics on clicks.

 » use infographics and share them with 
http://www.easel.ly/.

 » change your cover photo.
 » Pay attention to your grammar.
 » Provide precise and hyperlinked informa-

tion.
 » contribute regularly (at least every other 

day between 9am and 6Pm).
 » react to comments and do not delete posts 

from facebook.
 » when developing your social media pro-

file, you have to think about your audience. 
below you may find few tips how to build 
your audience

 » Through your page, invite e-mail contacts 
and invite your friends to like your page 
and ask your friends to invite their friends.

 » share your page and find something new 
you have posted to share again.

 » Pay your promotion via facebook.
 » Put your fan page url in your email and 

on your business cards.
 » Include a tag into your youTube videos.
 » social media has a large power to dissemi-

nate information to a big number of people. 
do not forget to pay attention to security 
settings and regulations, and before each 
post be aware of the sensitivity of your 
information.

DIrEcT acTION

direct actions aim to attract public attention very often in a public space, such as in the streets, on 
a square, in community public spaces, etc. It is a very powerful tool that can help you to voice your 
message to people directly and to gain more supporters by meeting them personally. mobilization 
methods that fall under this category can be very creative using different types of arts (music, theatre/
drama, dances, painting, etc.). They include events like happenings, flash mobs, and community 
street drama. social and print media are often used to increase public awareness of the actions.

when organizing direct actions as happenings, flash mobs or street dramas, please be aware of the 
legal measures that can be evoked against the performers and activists (e.g. in myanmar, article 18. 
of Peaceful assembly law). analyze the risks in advance and decide what consequences you are 
ready to bear.

TWiTTer

 � your messages are called tweets.

 � # (Hashtag) – the hashtag is used as a sym-
bol before a relevant keyword or phrase (no 
spaces) in their Tweet to categorize those 
Tweets.

 � @ sign followed by username is used for men-
tioning or replying to other users. It allows 
you to follow on your interests.

FAcebooK

 � you may create a new page for your event 
where you can post information about where, 
when, and why the event is happening. Invite 
as many people as possible to join the event.

 � you may create a new page for your organiza-
tion that allows you to post regular comments, 
sort the information, upload pictures, and 
aggregate interesting information for a large 
number of people. before opening a new ac-
count, it is good to designate an administrator. 
once your page is started, you can add other 
facebook members as administrators using 
the “edit Page” feature, which then allows 
them to help you manage the page.
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HAPPening

a happening is an event considered to be art performance. The main goal of any happening is to 
draw attention about political events or social developments that have relevant consequences for 
your advocacy action or campaign (e.g. arrest of political activists and defenders demonstrating for 
stopping of land grabbing issues). It uses multi-disciplinary art as a tool to attract active participation 
of the audience. key components of happenings are performances of artists, comedians, musicians 
or actors, politicians and involvement of social and print media in order to raise public awareness 
about the problem.

Practical tips

 � deciding what you want to do for a happening should fit into your long-term advocacy action or 
campaign. you should also think carefully about which specific issue(s) you want to highlight. It is 
important to be clear about the message of your happening.

 � Plan the program of your happening properly so that it consists of multidisciplinary art perform-
ances as well as speeches of key personalities (e.g. a program consisting of graffiti art, music, and 
speeches of representative from a ministry, as well as representative of a cso).

 � your happening should be organized in a public outdoor space where you will be able to draw the 
attention of many people (e.g. in front of a community center, in a square, in the streets, etc.).

 � It is recommended to invite famous and distinguished guests to your happening (e.g. members 
of parliament, politicians, but also artists, actors, writers, etc.) associated to your topics to hold 
speeches in front of the public.

 � before your happening, prepare a press release to disseminate to the media prior to the event. after 
the event, send photos and visual materials to the media again.

 � do not forget to engage with social media. Posting online is always a good way to attract the 
attention of more people.

example of a happening

The photo was taken during a happen-
ing organized to raise awareness of 
the ongoing human rights violence in 
myanmar. This happening was held in 
the center of Prague using the street 
art (graffiti) and providing space for 
speeches of distinguished guests as the 
former minister of foreign affairs mr. 
karel schwarzenberg. The street art as 
well as the presence of distinguished 
personalities attracted attention of 
many people and media.
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coMMUniTy STreeT drAMA

community street drama is a theatrical performance and presentation in an outdoor space and can 
be performed at various locations, ideally at places with large numbers of people. The purpose of the 
street drama is to promote relevant issues throughout the usage of drama and theatre performance 
to suit a local audience. It allows people to actively respond to what they are seeing and in some 
cases the audience is encouraged to interact with the performers and step into the performance. In 
myanmar, community street drama is an interesting tool to deliver a message to community members 
or leaders in an understandable and appealing way.

Practical tips

 � If possible, adapt the performance into the respective local language.

 � engage professional drama performers who are used to interpreting different scenarios and issues 
for various types of communities.

 � Think about the concept and the story you would like to interpret via community street drama and 
discuss the details of the story with the performers.

 � use costumes that correspond with the topic of your community street drama.

 � Think about whom you will invite to ensure that the message of your drama has been delivered – 
besides community leaders and members, you may want to invite local authorities, media, business 
owners, and others.

 � do not forget to engage social media as well as print outlets.

 � do not forget to take pictures that you will disseminate to social and print media after the street 
drama. It is also good to put photo or video documentation on your facebook page or website.

FLASH Mob

a flash mob is an organized event prepared by performers to surprise the general public. unlike a 
happening, the flash mob is the spontaneous performance normally planned for a very short period. 
The flash mob performance can use arts, dances, or songs to amuse or satirize something that the 
audience will immediately understand and respond. The flash mob again presumes the involvement 
of social media to spread the message of the action. a flash mob is another tool that can be a part of 
you long-term advocacy action or campaign. The concept and performance of the flash mob should 
be attractive for media as well as the general public.

Practical tips

 � decide what you want to do for a flash mob. a successful flash mob depends on the originality, 
attractiveness, and good timing. It is important to consider how your flash mob will fit into your 
long-term advocacy action or campaign.
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 � Think about the right timing for your flash mob. It is always better to organize a flash mob around 
a significant day or anniversary that will raise interest of your target groups.

 � Think about the concept of your flash mob and what type of performance you will use, for instance 
choreographed dance, singing, acting out a specific scenario, mime, freeze flash mob, etc.

 � decide on the venue for your flash mob. The more original the place is, the better. you may con-
sider places such as train stations, airports, markets, main squares, in front of public buildings as 
libraries, town halls, administration buildings, etc.

 � beside the general public audience, invite guests to join your flash mob, for instance local authori-
ties, media, community leaders, art personalities as writers, artists, actors, etc.

 � do not forget to engage social media. social media has advantage to spread your message and 
information about the flash mob much faster than the dailies or weeklies. you can also use social 
media as a way to coordinate and organize your flash mob.

 � do not forget to take pictures that you will disseminate to social and print media after your flash 
mob. It is also good to put them on your facebook page or website.

example of a flash mob

The flash mob was organized at the occasion of the anniversary of aung san suu kyi’s birthday to 
raise awareness of her house arrest as well as ongoing human rights violations in myanmar. for the 
flash mob, the organizers used a visually attractive performance of people who lined up to form the 
letters free. The flash mob was visited by famous personalities and politicians as well as the media.
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2.3 lobbyIng

when influencing primary target groups (e.g. decision makers, government representatives, policy 
makers, etc.), it is necessary to use different tools than when reaching out to the public. These tools 
should help to change, revoke or adopt target policies or legislation. The tools are directed to those 
who have the actual formal authority or power to deliver the change.

firstly, we describe how to prepare policy and 
legislation analysis to make measurements of 
national human rights issues with the interna-
tional standards that are specifically listed in 
section III. This will allow you to see if the 
target authorities have adequately addressed 
their obligations to adopt national policies and 
international guidelines. based on the policy 
analysis, you will be able to better prepare for 
networking events and lobbying with relevant 
stakeholders as members of the governments and parliaments, officials, and other relevant decision 
makers.

secondly, based on policy and legislation analysis, it is possible to develop a plan to use direct 
lobbying tools to influence the decision makers and policy makers, ideally at times when they are 
receptive to ideas or in a position to make the desired policy changes. many countries have systems 
that are in transition, and can provide good opportunities for policy change or creation. To directly 
influence the policy and legislation change, it is crucial to approach your decision makers directly via 
lobbying meetings or other actions.

PoLicy And LegiSLATion AnALySiS

before any lobbying action, it is crucial to pre-
pare an analysis of the current developments 
around the target policy or legislation. The 
analysis and report must focus on lobbying 
targets (e.g. restrictive legislation regulating 
land and tenant rights), the strategies of the 
government or state institutions regarding 
formulation, modification and adoption of new 
policies, or legislative acts and their adher-
ence to international human rights principles 
(described in section III). This analysis will 
help you to better understand the legislation and decision making process and clarify your goals 
in formulation, modification or adoption of new legislation for your target groups. It also provides 
evidence for the clear and concrete lobbying strategy and tactics.

WHAT iS Lobbying?

lobbying is the attempt to influence institu-
tions, government and other stakeholders to 
formulate, modify or adopt any policy making 
or legislative measure, and it is one of the 
techniques of your advocacy strategy. you may 
also lobby for adherence of domestic laws to 
international standards.

WHAT iS PoLicy?

a policy is a guide for decision making and a 
committment to a course of action. It is also a set 
of regulations adopted by government or institu-
tions designed to influence and determine deci-
sions and procedures. for instance, a national 
law policy may include a committment to legally 
improve the land tenure security for farmers. 
some policy will become law.
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sTeP-by-sTeP

identify the policy and legislation to watch

 � when preparing lobbying actions, you must clearly identify the policy or legislation that is the 
subject of change, modification, or adoption with regard to your lobbying actions.

 � The policy or legislation must be directly related to the problem and issues of your advocacy actions 
(e.g. farmland law and the vacant, fallow and virgin lands management law).

Analyze the current legislation with regard to adherence to international principles

 � based on your policy and legislation, analyze the current policies and legislation relevant for your 
problems and their adherence to the international human rights standards and frameworks. This 
will help you to find arguments for holding your government accountable to commitments they 
have made.

inFLUencing PoLicy or LegiSLATion cHAnge

In order to influence policy or legislation change, your process needs to include a series of prepara-
tions, meetings, networking, and negotiations with the government officials, politicians and policy 
makers that you identified target stakeholders for your lobbying actions as. for all these activities 
it is always strategic to clarify a goal of your actions and decide what type of activities are most 
appropriate to achieve your goal and solve the problem. The key issue is also clearly identifying what 
the decision maker can deliver and how this fits into your overall advocacy agenda. after that, it is 
recommended to make a plan for all lobbying-related activities.

sTeP-by-sTeP

create a stakeholders analysis

 � similarly as in the section I, chapter 1.2, prepare a stakeholder analysis for your direct lobbying 
actions. This stakeholder analysis will help you to map those actors who are in charge of the proc-
ess like decision makers as well as policy makers and other stakeholders (or relevant officials at 
international organizations). It is important to map the interests of the target stakeholders and how 
they are affected by the problem, their capacity and motivation to bring the change, and possible 
actions to address their interests.

Prepare a lobbying plan

 � based on the stakeholder analysis as well as policy and legislation monitoring, prepare a lobbying 
plan consisting of selection of appropriate techniques and tools for negotiation with decision 
makers and policy makers. when preparing your plan, think about the factors that motivate policy 
or legislation development and think about your impact – for example, do you need to target the 
policy or the ways the policy is being carried out?
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Prepare for lobbying meetings

 � before lobbying meetings, identify and contact like-minded organizations (other ngos or 
stakeholders) for potential collaboration and support. These alliances can strengthen the nego-
tiating position.

 � make sure that you select the right people to represent your interests at the meetings and that these 
people are well briefed and coordinated on the lobbying target issues. decide who will make the 
points from among your group. It is also recommended to appoint a spokesperson and a note-taker.

 � draft the briefing paper for the lobbying meeting for your target audience. when drafting the 
briefing paper, be clear about what you want to highlight. The briefing paper should not be long, 
but should provide the description of the problem and the proposals for solution of the problems 
supported by main arguments.

 � Prepare the presentation for the lobbying meeting. Instead of whole sentences, use ‘key words’ and 
photo documentation to draw attention to your audience. do not forget that the presentation should 
support the delivery of your message during lobbying meetings.

 � contact the stakeholder via email. before that, think about who is best to approach and how he/she 
can contribute to solution of your problem. In your email, be clear about your issue and purpose of 
the meeting, introduce the delegation, and propose the time and date for the meeting.

during the lobbying meeting

 � at the beginning of the meeting, introduce yourself and everyone else from the delegation and state 
the purpose of the meeting.

 � Try to get an understanding of the positions and interests of others as soon as possible so that you 
can find the common ground and similar interests.

 � during the meeting, use simple, understandable and consistent language and try to be clear about 
your problem, position, and interests. If questions come up that you cannot answer, say you will get 
back to them via email or at the next meeting.

 � at the end of the meeting, review the meeting conclusions – what each side has said and agreed to 
do. Try to be proactive and get an agreement to meet again or a promise to follow-up. also, it is 
recommended to send the conclusions and agreements from the meeting in written form via email.
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SecTion 3: 

HUMAn rigHTS –  
iSSUeS For AdvocATeS

you have learned how to develop a strategy for your advocacy measure and identified which 
tools and techniques you can use. as you learned in section I of this toolkit, we focus specifi-
cally on advocacy actions that promote and protect human rights.

The following section is designed to give you a basic overview of human rights as international 
standards aiming to guarantee fundamental freedoms and protection of all people around the globe. 
based on the purpose of the toolkit to serve, above all, civil society organizations in the ethnic 
states of myanmar, we also explore the situation of human rights in myanmar. The following section 
focuses on those rights that our partner organizations, approximately 50 civil society organizations 
from six different regions, identified as most important for their work.

3.1 InTernaTIonal sTandards 
of Human rIgHTs

bASic PrinciPLeS3

Human rights are universal, legal guarantees protecting individuals and groups against actions and 
omissions that interfere with fundamental freedoms, entitlements, and human dignity. Human rights 
law obliges governments (principally) and other duty-bearers to do certain things and prevent them 
from doing others. (un definition)

International standards that define basic freedoms and protection for all people emerged only a few 
years after the end of the second world war, in the light of the horrific crimes committed and the 
millions of human lives lost. The international community, represented by the united nations, has 
concluded that international standards must be set to provide the necessary framework to prevent the 
future occurrence of similar atrocities. Therefore, in 1948, united nations adopted the Universal 
declaration of Human rights (udHr, or declaration). The day of the adoption, 10 december, is 
celebrated worldwide as the international Human rights day.

3	 Information	about	International	standards	of	human	rights	are	based	on	websites	of	the	UN,	especially	of	the	Office	of	the	High	Commissioner	for	Human	
Rights	(www.ohchr.org).
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The declaration recognizes in its Preamble that “the inherent dignity and the equal and inalienable 
rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the 
world.” The document defines principles for human rights. These are in particular:

 � Universality and inalienability: Human rights are acknowledged for all people around the globe, 
in all countries and all cultures. despite different cultural values in various countries and regions, 
human rights apply as minimum joint standards for all human beings. universality as a principle 
has been confirmed by the fact that all states adopted the udHr, accepting responsibility to uphold 
the rights set within. In the following decades, all countries have also ratified at least one human 
rights treaty, and 80 % have ratified four or more. Inalienability means that human rights may not 
be taken away from people, and that people cannot give up their rights for any reason.

 � indivisibility and interdependence: Human rights are interrelated. all of them are equally im-
portant and improvement or deprivation of one right affects the other rights. There is no hierarchy 
within the human rights; no rights are more important than others. Thus, human rights need to be 
respected all together – civil and political rights as well as economic, social, and cultural rights.

 � equality and non-discrimination: These principles are enshrined in the first two articles of the 
declaration stating that, “all human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights” (arti-
cle 1). This right is related to every person “without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, 
sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth, or other 
status” (article 2).4

for the first time in history, the udHr names political, civil, economic, social, and cultural rights 
that all people should enjoy. all subsequent international human rights treaties are rooted in the 
declaration. yet, it is important to mention that despite the udHr’s importance as a foundation for 
human rights standards, it imposes no legal obligations for un member states. It is a declaration, not 
a binding treaty.

4	 Information	about	International	standards	of	human	rights	are	based	on	websites	of	the	UN,	especially	of	the	Office	of	the	High	Commissioner	for	Human	
Rights	(www.ohchr.org).

caSeStudy

inTernATionAL HUMAn rigHTS dAy – yAngon

2012 marked the first year that large public events were held openly in yangon by the Un 
and Myanmar civil society. In 2013, local township authorities in yangon approved a two-day 
campaign to commemorate the International Human rights day. The ‘Human rights are eve-
rybody’s business’ event was supported by 23 civil society organizations and was attended by 
representatives from the united nations, asean, the office of the President, Parliament, and 
various diplomatic missions.

The first day of the event centered on an open forum with over 300 participants to discuss pressing 
human rights issues in the country, and to develop recommendations to address critical challenges 
under key themes of human rights and peace; disability rights; women’s rights; child rights; lgbT 
rights; labor rights; land rights; and freedoms of expression, assembly, and association. Interac-
tive panel discussions engaged participants in dialogue with un and Parliament representatives, 
sharing concerns, human rights violations participants witness regularly, debating key issues and 
potential solutions, and increasing solidarity among the stakeholders in attendance.
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HUMAn rigHTS AS PArT oF THe LegAL FrAMeWorK

following the ratification of the udHr, almost two decades passed before the un agreed on their 
comprehensive binding treaties on human rights: the international covenant on civil and Political 
rights (IccPr) and the international covenant on economic, Social and cultural rights (Ice-
scr), both adopted in 1966. both documents entered into force ten years later, in 1976. The division of 
these groups of rights was rather artificial, based on the political divide during the cold war. western 
countries put more emphasis on political and civil rights, such as freedom of expression, association, 
assembly, or political participation, while the soviet bloc stressed the importance of economic, social, 
and cultural rights that guarantee, for example, the access to health and educational services. as stated 
above, there is a broad consensus nowadays that both groups of rights are equally important.

IccPr and Icescr, including two optional 
protocols to IccPr, together with the universal 
declaration of Human rights, constitute the inter-
national bill of Human rights. This collection of 
documents enshrines all fundamental human rights. 
all other human right treaties are specifications and 
further development of rights included in the bill. 
These rights include:
 � The right to life, liberty, and security of person
 � freedom of association, expression, assembly, 

and movement
 � The right to the highest attainable standard of 

health
 � freedom from arbitrary arrest or detention
 � The right to a fair trial

The second day of the event showcased an all-day celebration of diversity, equality, and human rights. 
Performances and information booths highlighted partner organizations’ work, and used the arts to 
raise awareness and understanding of lgbT rights, anti-child trafficking, disability rights, and politi-
cal rights. many groups distributed educational materials such as books, posters, magazines, t-shirts, 
and cds promoting human rights topics. over 500 attendees participated in the event throughout 
the day, including ngo workers, human rights defenders and activists, donors, mPs, and 25 media 
groups, covering the event in print, broadcast Tv, and online media outlets.

International Human rights day 2013 brought together yangon’s human rights community 
through an advocacy campaign that used many approaches. Public engagement on critical issues 
allowed civil society groups to share their work, raise awareness, and gain input from a sector 
of new supporters. Interactive dialogue served to educate participants on international human 
rights mechanisms, and incorporate their knowledge into planning. one participant expressed his 
gratitude for a human rights forum dedicated to upper myanmar, and he learned that human rights 
violations were a national problem rather than only a local issue. while the majority of attendees 
were not previously aware of the universal Periodic review (uPr) and other un mechanisms to 
protect human rights, they left the event with solid interest and a commitment to learning how to 
bring cases to light for government officials and the general public. attendees also looked forward 
to future activities, inclusive of civil society and vulnerable groups to prepare for the next uPr.

international Bill 
of Human rights

universaldeclaration
ofhumanrights

international
covenanton

economic,Socialand
culturalrights

international
covenantoncivil
andpoliticalrights
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 � The right to just and favourable working conditions
 � The right to adequate food, housing, and social security
 � The right to education
 � The right to equal protection of the law
 � freedom from arbitrary interference with privacy, family, home, or correspondence
 � freedom from torture and cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment
 � freedom from slavery
 � The right to a nationality
 � freedom of thought, conscience, and religion
 � The right to vote and take part in the conduct of public affairs
 � The right to participate in cultural life

currently, there are nine binding core international human rights treaties:
Icerd International convention on the elimination of all forms of racial discrimination 1965

IccPr International covenant on civil and Political rights 1966

Icescr International covenant on economic, social and cultural rights 1966

cedaw convention on the elimination of all forms of discrimination against women 1979

caT convention against Torture and other cruel, Inhuman or degrading Treatment or Punishment 1984

crc convention on the rights of the child 1989

Icmw International convention on the Protection of the rights of all migrant workers and members 
of Their families

1990

cPed International convention for the Protection of all Persons from enforced disappearance 2006

crPd convention on the rights of Persons with disabilities 2006

These are the most important human right treaties. but how does international law protect human 
rights? as soon as an un member state becomes party to an international treaty – meaning after 
the member state’s ratification of the treaty – its government must establish national legislation and 
policies complying with the obligations defined by the treaty. In this way, the domestic legal system 
within each member state that provides a framework for protection of human rights is guaranteed 
under international law.

The state is not only responsible to incorporate the treaty’s content into the domestic laws and regula-
tions, but it must ensure the implementation and enforcement of these laws. This means that the state 
is obliged to respect, actively protect, and fulfill the rights enshrined in the treaty. This includes both 
prevention of human rights violations, as well as remedy and recourse for people whose rights have 
been violated. from this point forward, the states can be held legally accountable for their adherence 
to, or violation of, human rights.

MoniToring THe AdHerence To HUMAn rigHTS 
– inTernATionAL coMPLAinT MecHAniSMS

globally, the most important body monitoring adherence to human rights is the united nations. 
additionally, there are regional institutions, such as the un office of the High commissioner for 
Human rights regional centre for south east asia, and the asean Intergovernmental commission 
on Human rights, tasked with monitoring states’ performance in their respect and promotion of 
human rights.
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The Un office of the High commissioner 
for Human rights leads un activity on hu-
man rights issues. The post of un High com-
missioner for Human rights was established 
by the general assembly in 1993. The High 
commissioner holds the principal position 
of promoting human rights and dealing with 
human rights activities within un, while 
maintaining an open dialogue among all 
member states on human rights. responsibili-
ties of the High commissioner include crisis 
management, prevention and early warning 
of abuses, assistance to states in periods of 
political transition, promotion of substantive 
rights to governments, and the coordination 
and rationalization of human rights programs.

within the un system, charter-based and 
treaty-based bodies monitor the compliance 
of states with human rights standards.

charter-based bodies

The charter-based bodies are based on the 
charter of the United nations. They include 
the Human rights council (as a successor 
institution of the un High commission on 
Human rights), which can use Universal 
Periodic review and Special Procedures 
mechanisms.

The Human rights council was established in 2006 as an intergovernmental body composed of 47 
elected un member states. The Human rights council is a forum empowered to prevent abuses, 
inequality and discrimination, protect the most vulnerable, and expose perpetrators. The council 
administers the Universal Periodic review (uPr) process, looking at each un member state every 
four years after they submit human reports on human rights situations. civil society organizations and 
coalitions can also participate in the uPr process through consultations with their governments and 
by submitting their statements, which can prompt specific action or response from the Human rights 
council. These so-called Special Procedures address either specific country situations or thematic 
issues. special Procedures’ mandates call on mandate holders to monitor and report on human rights 
situations in specific countries (country mandates), or on specifichuman rights violations worldwide, 
(thematic mandates). There are currently 37 thematic mandates and 14 country mandates.

Treaty-based bodies

The treaty-based bodies address only those countries that have ratified the respective legal instru-
ment (treaty). Treaty-based bodies consist of committees of independent experts monitoring how 
countries adhere to human rights treaties. There is a committee on economic, Social and cultural 
rights (cescr), a committee on the elimination of racial discrimination (cerd), a commit-

A List of regional organizations for 
democracy and Human rights in Asia:
 � alliance for reform and democracy in asia (arda)
 � asean commission on women and children (acwc)
 � asean Intergovernmental commission on Human 

rights (aIcHr)
 � asean Inter-Parliamentary myanmar caucus (aIPmc)
 � asean civil society conference / asean People’s 

assembly (acsc/aPa)
 � asia Pacific democracy Partnership (aPdP)
 � asia Pacific forum for national Human rights (aPf)
 � asia Pacific forum on women, law and development 

(aPwld)
 � asian forum for Human rights and development 

(forum-asIa)
 � asian network for free elections (anfrel)
 � asian ngo network on national Human rights 

Institutions (annI)
 � bali democracy forum (bdf)
 � council of asian liberals and democrats (cald)
 � global movement of moderates (gmm)
 � Human rights resource center for asean (Hrrca)
 � Institute for Peace and democracy (IPd)
 � solidarity for asian People’s advocacy (saPa)
 � southeast asia-us Partnership: civil societies 

Innovating Together (IkaT-us)
 � south asia forum for Human rights (safHr)
 � world forum for democratization in asia (wfda)
http://en.asaninst.org/issue-brief-no-32-regional-efforts-to-advance-

democracy-and-human-rights-in-asia-apid-the-pg20-and-a-possible-ggain/
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tee on the elimination of discrimination Against Women (cedaw), along with seven other such 
committees that address those countries that have ratified the legal instrument they each monitor. 
each state that has signed the respective treaty must submit regular reports on the situation related 
to the rights protected by the treaty. additionally, civil society actors (such as ngos) can submit 

“shadow reports” in which they present their point of view.

In case domestic legal proceedings fail to address human rights abuses, complainants can appeal 
to these international level mechanisms. The international human rights system depends on active 
participation of civil society – ngos, nonprofits, the academic community, and community activ-
ists – and the universal Periodic review and the treaty-based bodies protect civil society access to 
assume this role. advocates and activists can provide these international and regional human rights 
mechanisms with reports of human rights violations. They are sometimes the only mechanism that 
will alert the international community to certain human rights issues.

as long as a country does not become a party to a treaty, its citizens and people living in the coun 
cannot bring a court case related to the treaty, as it is not a mandatory part of the law. However, people 
still can advocate for action on that case itself, as well as for the signature of the treaty.

oTHer inTernATionAL HUMAn rigHTS reLATed MecHAniSMS

There are other human rights legal systems as well. for example, the international Labour or-
ganization (Ilo) conventions and standards specifically protect labour rights. The international 
Humanitarian Law seeks to limit the effects of armed conflicts, and is built upon the 1949 geneva 
conventions. Humanitarian law overlaps significantly with human rights law.

The international human rights legal mechanism with international jurisdiction is the interna-
tional criminal court (Icc, or the court). It can prosecute cases of the gravest human rights abuses: 
war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide. It can bring cases to court when the states where 
these abuses happened are unable or unwilling to prosecute the cases themselves.

The court has jurisdiction over the individuals accused of these crimes. This includes those directly 
responsible for committing the crimes, as well as others who may be held liable for the crimes, for 
example by aiding, abetting, or otherwise assisting in the commission of a crime, or through criminal 
negligence. The latter group also includes military commanders or other superiors whose responsibil-
ity is defined in the statute.

The court does not have universal jurisdiction. The court may only exercise jurisdiction if:

 � The accused is a national of a state Party or a state otherwise accepting the jurisdiction of the court;

 � The crime took place on the territory of a state Party or a state otherwise accepting the jurisdiction 
of the court; or

 � The united nations security council has referred the situation to the Prosecutor, irrespective of the 
nationality of the accused or the location of the crime.5

5	 International	Criminal	Court	(http://www.icc-cpi.int).
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regionAL HUMAn rigHTS inSTrUMenTS

There are also regional human rights instruments, taking into account regional specifics and situations. 
In this context, we need to mention the ASeAn declaration of Human rights (adHr) to which 
myanmar is a member state. The declaration, adopted in 2012, affirms the principles enshrined in 
previous human rights declarations, both regional (such as the asean charter) as well as interna-
tional (such as the universal declaration of Human rights). yet, immediately after its adoption, many 
human rights experts and civil society organizations stressed that the declaration undermines, rather 
than affirms, human rights standards.

a consortium of international and national human rights organizations (including amnesty Interna-
tional, Human rights watch, as well as several myanmar organizations) published a statement criti-
cizing that the document restricts “the enjoyment of fundamental rights with government-imposed 
duties on individuals, subjecting the realization of human rights to regional and national contexts 
and broad and all-encompassing limitations on rights in the declaration, including rights that should 
never be restricted.” 6

A HUMAn rigHTS-bASed APProAcH 
– Merging HUMAn rigHTS And deveLoPMenT

for a long time, human rights were viewed as a tool to promote citizens’ freedoms and protect people 
from political and social oppression. yet in recent years, human rights have been gaining more and 
more attention in the fight against poverty and promotion of social and economic development. The 
un, international development, and human rights actors speak about the human rights-based ap-
proach (Hrba) to development, and the promise it shows to improve quality of life for all people.

The shift towards a human rights-based approach from a needs-based approach brings a range of 
new perspectives to development efforts. Previously, the needs-based approach considered recipients 
(beneficiaries) as passive beings in development, receiving benefits from social change occurring 
around them. under a rights-based approach, these beneficiaries are viewed as active participants 
and actors within social changes, as citizens and constituents. The approach does not only look at the 
symptoms of development obstacles but also analyses their causes.

last but not least, it symbolizes a merging of two previously relatively distinct perspectives (human 
rights on one, development on the other side) creating a holistic approach to a sustainable improve-
ment of human development and well-being.

6	 Human	Rights	Watch:	Civil	Society	Denounces	Adoption	of	Flawed	ASEAN	Human	Rights	Declaration:	AHRD	falls	far	below	international	standards,	
Press	Release,	19	November	2012,	http://www.hrw.org/news/2012/11/19/civil-society-denounces-adoption-flawed-asean-human-rights-declaration.
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3.2 Human rIgHTs 
– legal framework In myanmar

overvieW

myanmar (known as burma at the time) joined the un as a member state in 1948. The country has 
signed three international human rights treaties: The convention on the elimination of All Forms 
of discrimination Against Women (cedaw), the convention on the rights of a child (crc) 
with the optional Protocol on the Sale of children, child Prostitution and child Pornography 
(scc-oP-sc), and the convention on the rights of Persons with disabilities (crPd).

by signing these treaties, myanmar is obliged to actively protect and promote the human rights 
enshrined in these conventions. This obligation signifies that the state has to amend and create a 
domestic legislative framework complying with the treaties, and that the state must implement and 
enforce the provisions set in the framework.

myanmar has initiated its reform process after the Parliamentary elections in 2010, with a series of 
new administrative and legal provisions already adopted. nevertheless, the Myanmar rule of law 
assessment shows that the government has generally not fulfilled its obligations under international 
law, having “performed no assessment regarding the compatibility of existing [myanmar] law with its 
obligation under international law.” 7 additionally, there is a gap between the treaties that myanmar 
signed and the implementation of rights protected by the treaties in practice.

rule of law – cultural shift needed
“Historically, the people in Myanmar have seen the law and law enforcement as the enemy. re-
forms need to demonstrate to the people that the law will protect and not threaten them… While 
there is substantial talk about the need for rule of law and law reform, most people believe it 
means rule by law…” 8

The same report states that the governmental institutions in myanmar remain generally fragile. The 
assessment suggests that the legal reform should address reforms of the 2008 constitution, the judicial 
system, the parliament, a criminal defense and legal aid system, reconstitution of the bar association, 
rebuilding the legal education system, reconstitution of the myanmar national Human rights commis-
sion, as well as signing and ratification of human right treaties, including IccPr, Icescr and caT.9

HUMAn rigHTS And deveLoPMenT MoniToring in MyAnMAr

The progress of the reforms, as well as general developments in the country, can be observed by 
myanmar stakeholders through a range of methods and tools: e.g. monitoring at the grass-roots 
level, nation-wide in-country reports, independent media, etc. one possible way to effectively raise 

7	 New	Perimeter,	Perseus	Strategies	and	the	Jacob	Blaustein	Institute	for	the	Advancement	of	Human	Rights:	Myanmar	Rule	of	Law	Assessment,	p.	27,	
http://www.burmalibrary.org/docs15/Myanmar-Rule-of-Law-Assessment-3-5-13.pdf.

8	 Myanmar	Rule	of	Law	Assessment,	p.	8.

9	 Myanmar	Rule	of	Law	Assessment,	p.	2.
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caSeStudy

Advocating reform of the Myanmar national Human rights commission

on august 2, 2013, 38 civil society organizations, community-based organizations, and networks 
from myanmar submitted recommendations and proposed amendments to the myanmar national 
Human rights commission (mnHrc) draft law to union Parliament speaker Thura u shwe mann. 
These recommendations were based on the Paris Principles, which set the minimum international 
standards required for national Human rights Institutions (nHrIs) to effectively fulfill their role, 
and would ensure the mnHrc’s independence, effectiveness, and its full compliance with interna-
tional law.

In addition to the submitted recommendations, a delegation of civil society actors met with nearly 
fifty members of Parliament and the secretary of the mnHrc to present the recommendations de-
veloped by the civil society groups, framed within a discussion on the Paris Principles. These civil 
society representatives gathered behind a core leadership team, and used their varied backgrounds 
to advocate their proposed changes to the draft law to the mPs who would vote on the establishment 
of the mHrc. The basis of their recommendations came from a consultation workshop organized 
to provide civil society feedback and input into the draft laws as part of a full democratic process.

In early July 2013, the draft enabling laws of the myanmar national Human rights commission 
were announced to the public, leaving less than a month for civil society organizations to respond 
to the Parliament’s invitation for comments. beyond the short timeframe, this process was challeng-
ing to myanmar cbos/csos because it was brand new and many organizations were unfamiliar 
with the concepts of consultation and international standards for national Human rights Institutes 
(nHrIs).

The advocacy work for a more effective, accountable, and independent MnHrc started with 
a workshop on mnHrc and the Paris Principles, adopted by the un in 1993, which guide the 
status and functioning of national institutions for the protection and promotion of human rights. 
expert advisors on nHrIs met with a wide range of civil society actors, including activists from 
media groups, women’s rights groups, political activists, ethnic minority rights groups, and lawyer’s 
networks, to learn the Paris Principles and use them to analyse and propose changes to the draft 
enabling law of the mnHrc.

equality myanmar, a leading organizing working on engagement with mnHrc, presented a thor-
ough analysis of the draft, its preparation, and specific problematic sections. Participants reviewed 
and analysed the current draft mnHrc law to understand the different elements, characteristics, 
and functions of national Human rights Institutions and the guiding standards of the Paris Prin-
ciples; they also identified strategies and tools for local advocacy activities and cooperation among 
network groups. Participants discussed concerns from different perspectives and produced a set of 
recommendations for the Parliament bill committee, focusing on:

 � the selection, appointment, and dismissal procedures for members;
 � the operational independence and powers;
 � funding;
 � accountability and publication of findings and reports;
 � engagement with civil society;
 � inspection of detention centers and prisons; and,
 � overall effectiveness.
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concerns and potential human rights violations is through the submission of “shadow reports” to un 
human rights monitoring bodies, as we discussed in the previous chapter.

a range of international stakeholders can assess the human rights situation in myanmar and advocate 
for its improvement. The highest-level institution is currently the mandate of the Un Special rap-
porteur on the Situation of Human rights in Myanmar. ms. yanghee lee from the republic of 
korea replaced The argentinian Tomás ojea Quintana as a special rapporteur for myanmar in may 
2014. mr. Quintana had conducted nine missions to the country between 2008–2014.

In addition to monitoring and analysing the human rights and development situation from an in-
country perspective, there are instruments assessing myanmar’s performance internationally. Here 
are examples of institutions comparing data on a global level:

Assessing Myanmar’s Performance and Progress in Human rights and development

 � The un development Programme (undP) measures the level of human development with 
the Human development Index (combining economic performance and social development): 
myanmar ranks 149 out of 186 countries evaluated.

 � The Ingo Transparency International assesses countries’ corruption levels and places myanmar 
at rank 157 out of 177 countries compared.

 � The Ingo freedom House comparing freedom in the world considers myanmar “not free,” 
with a score of 6 for political rights and of 5 for civil liberties on a scale ranging from 1 (best) 
to 7 (worst).

 � The Ingo reporters without borders ranks freedom of expression in myanmar 151 out of 179 
countries.

The workshop allowed the participants to make active contributions in decisions, giving them 
“ownership” of the campaign; attending actions and events, joining in cultivating and lobbying 
power-holders, and taking on responsibility.

overall, the workshop led to increased dialogue and experience-sharing among different 
civil society sectors on the issue of civil society consultation and having a voice in improving 
the country’s nHri. exposure to other national structures for human rights protection within the 
region helped promote a sense of direction and a path toward greater regional solidarity. experi-
ences and challenges from other institutions also highlighted the ongoing nature of any nHrI’s 
struggles to operate independently and accountably; improving the draft law will serve as one step 
in a much longer process. The workshop succeeded in providing a space for many civil society 
actors to voice their concerns on the current status of the mnHrc, and to develop joint action 
plans that had a greater chance of success in changing the law.
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3.3 selecTed Human rIgHTs 
– a close PersPecTIve

we have now learned about the general principles of human rights and the general human rights 
situation in myanmar. Throughout the country, there are many human right defenders, civil society 
organizations, and other groups defending and promoting human rights in their field. during a needs 
assessment conducted with 50 groups in six target regions, People in need identified rights of greatest 
interest and relevance for groups to advocate. The following chapter takes these findings into account 
and focuses on the following issues:

 � freedom of assembly and association
 � rights of marginalized people:  

children’s rights, women’s rights, gender/lgbT rights, and land rights
 � Participatory peace processes

FreedoM oF ASSeMbLy And ASSociATion

freedom of assembly and freedom of association are two fundamental civil rights. They are some-
times considered to be two aspects of one issue – the universal declaration of Human rights en-
shrines them jointly in article 20, stating, “everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly 
and association. no one may be compelled to belong to an association.” In the international law, 
they are subject of the covenant on civil and Political rights and of most other treaties – further 
developed in relation to the groups protected by the treaties (such as children, women, and persons 
with disabilities).

Together, these two civil society freedoms are relevant for most civil society actors across myanmar 
without question. civil society organizations are associations by definition, and frequently express their 
joint advocacy measures publicly as human rights defenders, exercising the right to peaceful assembly.

rigHTS oF MArginALized PeoPLe

children’s rights, women’s rights, gender rights, and land rights were selected for inclusion in this 
toolkit due to their identification during PIn’s needs assessment among target civil society organiza-
tions. These rights are of the most widespread and immediate concern for many organizations serving 
the needs of vulnerable groups and their surrounding communities.

This category of rights of marginalized people is not limited to a single human right, but rather encom-
passes a broad range of civil, political, as well as economic, social, and cultural rights. many of these 
rights are threatened by poverty and social exclusion that further marginalize vulnerable populations. 
we are aware that children and women are recognized as distinct human rights categories, demonstrated 
by the existence of international legal documents specifically addressing women and children.

There is no specific human rights treaty or other mechanism dealing with land rights. nevertheless, 
people facing human rights violations resulting from land confiscation and eviction are mostly people 
already deprived of many of their rights, with children and women disproportionately affected in 
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these situations. many of these people are left at the margins of society without protection and with 
limited access to justice. In myanmar especially, the lack of a comprehensive legal framework for 
land rights intersects with violations of political, economic, and social rights for vulnerable groups. 
Therefore, we examine the perspectives of different marginalized groups, and will focus on their 
protection and development through practical advocacy approaches at the grass-roots level.

PArTiciPATory PeAce ProceSSeS

Participatory peace processes constitute a particular human rights topic in myanmar. during PIn’s 
needs assessment, many groups identified – in addition to the rights described above – topics related 
to peace and ethnic rights as relevant for their advocacy work. only during a debate at the first 
cross-regional meeting of the target groups did the idea receive the current title, participatory peace 
processes. In this toolkit, the participatory peace process includes consideration of political inclusion, 
and full and equal participation of ethnic groups in all aspects of myanmar’s national peace process, 
to take full advantage of the opportunity to establish new political, legal, social, and economic ar-
rangements to address underlying conflicts among groups and lay foundations for a more inclusive, 
representative society.

This is a topic of utmost importance in the context of myanmar. This issue relates to a range of human 
rights, under international human rights law as well as humanitarian law, which will be ultimately af-
fected by the outcomes of ongoing national ceasefire and peace negotiations between the government 
and armed ethnic groups and their respective political wings.

caSeStudy

PeAce dAy

Thirty-four cbos and ngos interested in peace in myanmar participated in international day of 
Peace on september 21, 2013 to:
 � raise awareness on ending the ongoing conflicts, oppression, and violence throughout the country;
 � Increase community cooperation in spreading the message of peace and nonviolence; and,
 � strengthen the collaboration among cbos, ngos, activists, volunteers, religious and ethnic groups, 

and media for promoting peace, equality, nondiscrimination, and rights.

with over 800 people in attendance, Peace day was recognized as one of the largest events held 
in mandalay, bringing together children, youth, lgbT, women, government authorities, diverse 
ethnic and religious groups, independent and government media, and political parties including 
ndf, usdP, and nld. The event was a strong networking opportunity for all organizations 
involved, and an opening for future dialogue and collaboration.

during the Peace day event, organizers used a variety of tools to make activities engaging and 
interactive. organization representatives conducted surveys and quizzes at the booths to engage 
attendees as participants for more effective messaging. T-shirts, posters, and other materials were 
distributed, and local performance groups portrayed issues such as child soldiers and national 
reconciliation through music, theater, comedy, and dance. keynote speakers called upon the 
government to focus on developing the national education system and healthcare as opposed to 
continued military funding in order to move toward lasting peace. six student winners of a public 
speaking competition spoke on the history of Peace day and the meaning of peace in myanmar 
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FreedoM oF ASSociATion

international standards10

within the international legal framework, the freedom of association is enshrined in article 22 of the 
international covenant on civil and Political rights: “everyone shall have the right to freedom of as-
sociation with others, including the right to form and join trade unions for the protection of his interests.”

what is meant by “association” in these international standards? Association is a formation consisting 
of a certain number of persons following a purpose. The purpose might be public (directed towards 
the benefit of others) or mutual (aimed to benefit the members of the association). The purpose of the 
association is deliberate, limited only by the penal code. There is no standardized minimum number 
of persons needed to form an association, though in many western countries an association must 
consist of 2–5 members to obtain legal registration and recognition. registration is not an obligation 
set by international standards and should not be mandatory. yet, there are advantages to being regis-
tered as a legal entity. for example, registered associations hat the right to open bank accounts, own 
property, and file law suits – all of which are considered common benefits of legal entities in most 
countries. In addition, many associations will likely want to be registered in order to seek funding, 
since many donors support only legal entities.

states not only have the duty to refrain from interfering with freedom of association, they are also 
obligated to take active measures to protect this right, and ensure effective enjoyment of this right by 
all people. according to international standards, a government might limit the freedom of associa-
tion only in relation to national security or public safety, public order, protection of public health or 
morals, protection of the rights, and freedoms of others. These reasons must be legitimate and follow 
international and domestic law. To limit freedom of association by manipulating any of these reasons 
and creating false threats are human rights violations and can lead to consequences.

Freedom of association in Myanmar11

myanmar has not yet ratified the International covenant on civil and Political rights; yet, it has 
ratified the convention on the rights of a child (crc) and the convention on the elimination of 
all forms of discrimination against women (cedaw). while cedaw does not explicitly refer 

10	 The	sub-chapters	about	international	standards	of	freedom	of	association	and	assembly	are	based	on	training	for	CSOs	and	lawyers	engaged	in	CSOs	
counselling.	The	training	was	provided	in	March	2014	by	the	International	Center	for	Not-for-Profit	Law	(ICNL).

11	 Sub-chapters	on	freedom	of	associations	and	assembly	in	Myanmar	are	based	on	a	legal	update	meeting	organized	jointly	by	PIN	and	LRC	in	March	2014.

from their different perspectives. audience members reacted positively to the students’ speeches, 
as identifying with the youth perspective, and relating to the words and ideas used to describe the 
significance of peace.

five local religious leaders from buddhism, christianity, islam, Hinduism, and baha’ism 
spoke about how in myanmar and around the world, religion and faith have been misused to defend 
violence and prejudice, detached from the religions’ core values of peace, unity, and compassion. 
These interfaith leaders expressed interest in holding future events to bridge different religious 
and ethnic groups and further combat discrimination through dialogue and understanding. There 
was a candle lighting ceremony led by the religious leaders followed by five prayers and two 
minutes of silence.
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to freedom of association, crc states “state Parties recognize the rights of the child to freedom of 
association and to freedom of peaceful assembly.” myanmar also implicitly affirms the principle of 
freedom of association as a state Party of the asean Human rights declaration that states, “asean 
member states affirm all the civil and political rights in the universal declaration of Human rights.” 
However, despite the implicit acknowledgement, without ratifying the International covenant on 
civil and Political rights, myanmar’s legal obligations under international law are murky.

freedom of association in myanmar is granted in article 354 of the 2008 constitution. However, 
this freedom is restricted in the current legislation. Previously, the 1988 association law imposed 
criminal penalties – up to five years in prison – for membership in an unregistered organization.

since 2012, a new association law has been drafted. civil society representatives and citizens were 
invited to discuss the draft in public consultations. It was the first legislative consultation process in 
myanmar in decades, and it appeared to indicate a genuine reform process. However, in July 2013, 
the Public affairs management committee of the lower House of Parliament proposed a draft bill 
that was heavily criticized by civil society as it ignored inputs from the public consultation, and was 
effectively the same as the existing restrictive 1988 law.

Hundreds of civil society organizations began to advocate for an association law that complies with 
international standards. many of these inputs were considered in a new version, the association 
registration law draft, released in august 2013. further improvements were made to the law based 
on consultations that followed.

The new association registration law was adopted in July 2014. The new law provides voluntary 
registration procedures for local ngos and contains no restrictions or criminal punishments, which 
is a major departure from the previous law. The law is a significant piece of legislative reform for 
the development of myanmar’s civil society sector.12 However, it still contains articles of concern for 
civil society, and working groups are still actively advocating for implementing regulations (by-laws) 
that would fully respect the freedom of association. one of the major issues of concern for csos is 
the ambiguity of certain clauses, namely section 8(a) of chapter 4 (The chapter of registration). 
This section states that associations can be registered ‘under the rules’ which do not affect the rules 
of law and national security. However this phrasing, ‘under the rules’, is not clarified and it is unclear 
what kind of rules would be enforced. This has resulted in the fear that rules would be imposed by 
officials which would infringe upon freedom of association. csos have reiterated that this wording 
runs contrary to international law promoting freedom of association and thus have called for the 
removal of this clause.13 nevertheless, despite remaining concerns, the advocacy efforts of civil 
society in this case have clearly shown that advocacy at the national level for improved legislation 
can be somewhat successful.

The united nations special rapporteur on the situation of human rights in myanmar, ms. yanghee 
lee, in her report on 23rd september 2014, notes that the draft law relating to registration of organiza-
tions is due to be adopted by Parliament. she reiterated the concerns raised relating to this bill and 
recommends further revision of the law in line with international human rights standards before its 
adoption into legislation.14

12	 The	Irrawaddy:	Union	Parliament	Passed	NGO	Law,	1	July	2014,	http://www.irrawaddy.org/burma/union-parliament-passed-ngo-law.html.

13	 Eleven	Myanmar:	CSOs	demand	removal	of	ambiguous	clauses	in	association	registration	law,	
http://www.elevenmyanmar.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=6933.

14	 UN	General	Assembly:	Situation	of	human	rights	in	Myanmar,	Report	of	the	Special	Rapporteur	Yanghee	Lee,	23	September	2014,	A/69/398,	
http://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/A-69-398%20SR%20Myanmar%20Report%20to%20the%20GA%2069th%20Session%202014.pdf.
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FreedoM oF ASSeMbLy

international standards

as with freedom of association, the International covenant on the civil and Political rights is the 
international treaty binding member states to respect and protect the freedom of assembly. article 21 
states “the right of peaceful assembly shall be recognized.” Freedom of assembly is the individual 
right to come together and collectively express, promote, pursue, and defend common interest. The 
same principle is explicitly affirmed in article 24 of the asean Human rights declaration that 

“every person has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly.” In myanmar, protection of the right to 
freedom of assembly is limited by its non-ratification of the International covenant on the civil and 
Political rights.

according to the international standards, no restrictions may be placed on the exercise of this right, 
other than those imposed in conformity with the law and which are necessary in a democratic society 
in the interests of national security or public safety, public order (ordre public), the protection of 
public health or morals, or the protection of the rights and freedoms of others. However, these reasons 
are broad, and can be falsely manipulated to limit the rights of individuals to peaceful assembly.

Freedom of assembly in Myanmar

In myanmar, the freedom of assembly was enshrined in the right to Peaceful assembly and Peaceful 
Procession act from 2011. It was one of the first laws meant to allow exercising of civil rights 
after decades of dictatorship. yet, civil society groups criticized the law for not being in line with 
international standards. section 18 required that organizers of any assembly secure permission at 
least five days in advance. The fact that permission was required instead of notification was severely 
problematic. The law also requires that every individual who is going to participate must apply for 
permission. when the law was passed in 2012, the human rights organization Human rights watch 
stated “while ostensibly accepting the right of peaceful assembly, the new law makes the right subject 
to the overbroad control and the discretion of the authorities,” and urged the “parliament to repeal 
the law’s provisions that fail to meet international human rights standards, such as imprisonment as 
a penalty for permit violations.” 15

civil society mobilized against the law. a proposal to abolish section 18 was submitted to the lower 
House of myanmar’s Parliament in June 2013. a few months later, the Parliament came up with two 
significant changes: reduction of the punishments by half, from one year to six months for violating 
the law, and permission for demonstration shall always be granted. amendments to the right to 
Peaceful assembly and Peaceful Procession act of 2011 were adopted by Parliament on 18 June and 
signed by the President on 24 June 2014. The requirement to apply five days in advance remains, 
although merely for “consent” rather than for “permission”.

The special rapporteur on the situation of human rights in myanmar, ms. yanghee lee, made her 
most recent report to the united nations general assembly on 23rd september 2014. In relation to the 
amendments above, she notes that it seems such consent would be issued as a matter of course unless 
the application had not been “submitted in accordance to the rules for consent”. unfortunately, she 
states that the information required for the application is unduly burdensome and detailed eg. listing 
the chants that will be used and the approximate number of participants. Therefore the resulting 

15	 Human	Rights	Watch:	Burma	–	New	law	on	demonstrations	falls	short,	March	15,	2012,	
http://www.hrw.org/news/2012/03/15/burma-new-law-demonstrations-falls-short.
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consent is quite restrictive. furthermore, the amended law retains a de facto authorization regime 
on the part of government authorities and there is no right of appeal should consent be withheld. 
Participation rules in a peaceful assembly and/or procession under section 8 (e) and chapter 5 of the 
law also remain unchanged which, as ms. lee explains, means there is scope for participants to be ar-
rested and prosecuted on a variety of grounds. moreover, the use of the word ‘citizen’ is problematic 
as it is exclusive and contrary to international law’s requirement of the inclusive term ‘everyone’. 
ms. lee went on to assert that the act has been used to obstruct the activities of civil society and 
has led to increased numbers of political prisoners and disproportionately high sentences. concerns 
have also been expressed by ngos that the act could be misused to arrest and charge solo-protesters 
and to charge activists in multiple townships with the same charge, leading to a series of cumulative 
sentences and therefore lengthy imprisonment.16

In relation to civil society, the special rapporteur recommends:

“It is vital that the Government create a safe and enabling environment for civil society, given 
their central role in democratization, national reconciliation, development and the promotion 
and protection of human rights. Thus, any administrative and legislative provisions that impede 
their legitimate and peaceful activities should be abolished. complaints of violations against civil 
society actors should be investigated, and those found responsible for violations should be brought 
to justice.” 17

The collaborative work of civil society and authorities, in intiating change in relation to myanmar’s 
freedom of assembly law, is essential. In fact, there has been a recent forum for discussion of these 
issues. from the 14th to 16th october 2014, more than 650 representatives from 257 organizations and 
networks in myanmar gathered in yangon at the ‘myanmar civil society organizations forum – 
civil societies’ review on myanmar’s Transition Process: Prospects for 2015 and beyond’. The aim 
of the forum was to discuss a wide range of issues facing myanmar, among them was a call to abolish 
or repeal oppressive laws which included the peaceful assembly and procession laws. They called for 
new laws in compliance with human rights and democratic standards.18 when comparing the process 
accompanying the adoption of both bills, a significant difference can be seen in the role of civil 
society’s participation. while civil society groups engaged to a great extent in advocacy to repeal a 
draft law restricting freedom of association, which led to many changes in the law’s development, 
there was only scattered involvement of the civic society and advocacy during the process related 
to the Peaceful Gathering and Demonstration law. even though we do not know the final version of 
the association registration law, the joint civil society action demonstrates the power of advocacy to 
create social change and influence the restrictive legislation process.

16	 Amnesty	International:	Stop	using	repressive	law	against	peaceful	protesters,	
http://www.amnesty.org/en/library/asset/ASA16/025/2014/en/bc49270e-39ac-428d-b89d-c060a180e15e/asa160252014en.pdf.

17	 UN	General	Assembly:	Situation	of	human	rights	in	Myanmar	–	Report	of	the	Special	Rapporteur	Yanghee	Lee,	23	September	2014,	A/69/398,	
http://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/A-69-398%20SR%20Myanmar%20Report%20to%20the%20GA%2069th%20Session%202014.pdf.

18	 Burma	Partnership:	Over	650	Myanmar/Burma	Civil	Society	Actors	Speak	Out	on	the	Reality	of	the	Transition,	http://www.burmapartnership.org/2014/10/
over-650-myanmarburma-civil-society-actors-speak-out-on-the-reality-of-the-transition/.
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cHiLdren’S rigHTS

international standards19

within international human rights law, children’s rights are enshrined in the Un convention on the 
rights of the child (crc, the convention) and in two optional protocols, the optional Protocol 
on the involvement of children in Armed conflict (oP-crc-ac) and the optional Protocol on 
the Sale of children, child Prostitution and child Pornography (oP-crc-sc). myanmar has 
ratified the crc and the oP-crc-sc. The convention is one of the treaties signed by most countries 
in the world – showing a global commitment from states to promote children’s development and 
well-being, as well a commitment to tackle child rights violations.

The convention encompasses several principles and groups of rights:

 � guiding principles (such as non-discrimination, adherence to the best interest of the child, and 
the right to participate):

The convention addresses the obligations not only of governments, but all members of society. 
children’s rights will be respected only when all adults, such as parents, family and community 
members, teachers, and other professionals working with children, fully carry out their duties 
respecting children’s rights. The main responsibility of children falls to the parents. states are 
obliged to prevent children to be separated from their parents unless the separation is in the child’s 
best interest.

The convention also protects children as rights holders – meaning that children are subjects of 
the rights, not their parents, guardians, or other members of society. Here, the principle of non-
discrimination based on age applies. children have a right to express their opinion and have their 
views respected and taken seriously. They have a say in matters affecting their life, and they can 
enjoy freedom of association, along with the freedom to not join an association.

 � Survival and development rights include rights to adequate food, shelter, clean water, formal 
education, primary health care, leisure and recreation, and cultural activities.

Particularly in the context of widespread poverty, the focus needs to be directed towards the respect 
of economic, social, and cultural rights so that children can exercise their right for development.

The most important international development framework is manifested in the Millennium de-
velopment goals (mdgs). These eight targets are the first comprehensive global development 
agreement of its kind, adopted by the un general assembly in 2000 with duration of 15 years 
to achieve target results. although all development goals are interrelated within the mdgs and 
address children as members of society, three of them directly address children’s well-being and 
development: mdg 2 aims to achieve universal primary education, mdg 4 strives to reduce child 
mortality, and mdg 5 promotes the improvement of maternal health.

although the mdgs have been criticized by some development actors for several reasons, prima-
rily because they were not developed in a participatory process and target groups had little to no 
input to the mdgs; the lack of even and just development progresses within countries; and the lack 
of human rights consideration as the basis for global poverty reduction, the commitment of the 

19	 Information	about	International	Standards	of	Children’s	Rights	are	based	on	materials	from	UNICEF	(www.unicef.org).
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international community to the mdgs shows 
that addressing children’s well-being is one 
of most important issues to combat poverty 
and promote development.

 � Protection rights encompass protection from 
child abuse, neglect, exploitation, and cruelty, 
including the right to special protection in 
times of war, and protection from abuse in the 
criminal justice system.

each child’s parents and their surrounding 
community, followed by the state, must ensure 
their protection. The states shall first ratify 
the main principal international standards 
for the protection of children’s rights, 
and then implement these standards in their 
legislation, politics, procedures, and practices 
to meet their obligation to prevent and fight 
against the various problems of mistreatment, 
violence, and discrimination that can harm a 
child. states must also ensure care to children with special needs (disabled, refugees, prior victims 
of exploitation or trauma from conflicts, etc.) and provide them satisfactory and lasting solutions 
so that they may regain full recognition of their rights. In addition, the states must fight against 
the customary practices that lead to discrimination and mistreatment of children.

children’s rights in Myanmar

myanmar ratified the Un convention on the rights of the child in 1991, and enacted its national 
child Law in 1993. The optional Protocol on the Sale of children, child Prostitution and child 
Pornography (oP-crc-cs) was ratified in 2012. even though myanmar is a country with one of the 
highest number of child soldiers in the world, its government has not signed the optional Protocol 
on the involvement of children in Armed conflict. child rights violations occur on many levels, 
by both state and non-state actors. myanmar’s most pressing problems are ongoing ethnic tensions, 
armed conflict, displacement, and widespread poverty.

Survival and development rights

myanmar has taken many reform steps since 2010. The framework for children’s development was set 
in the country Programme Action Plan (cPaP) 2011–2015, and adopted by a joint governmental 
initiative with unIcef. Progress against this plan is documented in a mid-term review report from 
2013. The document states that most of the mdgs will not be reached by 2015 due to the recent 
reform period being too short to achieve much impact.20

according to the report, myanmar will probably not achieve targets related to primary education 
(mdg 2). even though public spending in the education and health sectors has increased significantly 
from 2012 to 2013 (by 30 % and 78 % respectively), it started at a very low base. The primary school 

20	 Government	of	the	Republic	of	the	Union	of	Myanmar-UNICEF:	Country	Programme	of	Cooperation	2011–2015.	Mid	Term	Review	Report,	p.	5,	
http://www.unicef.org/myanmar/GoM-UNICEF_MTR_Report.pdf.

MiLLenniUM deveLoPMenT goALS

1. To eradicate extreme poverty and hunger

2. To achieve universal primary education

3. To promote gender equality 
and empowering women

4. To reduce child mortality rates

5. To improve maternal health

6. To combat HIv/aIds, malaria, and other 
diseases

7. To ensure environmental sustainability

8. To develop a global partnership for 
development
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enrollment is 84 % significantly lower than the regional average enrollment of 94 %. only about half 
of primary school-age children complete primary education at the correct age, and only about a third 
of all children attend high school.21

Targets such as child and maternal mortality reduction (mdg 4 and 5) and environmental sustain-
ability (mdg 7) will not be reached before 2015. although the country has achieved most targets 
in combatting HIv, malaria, and tuberculosis (mdg 6), the prevalence of malaria and tuberculosis 
are still among the highest in the world.22 child health indicators in myanmar are generally below 
those of neighboring countries. mortality for children under 5 years of age is currently 62 per 1,000 
live births – the mdg target is 43. basic healthcare faces constraints due to poor infrastructure, low 
governmental expenditure, and lack of materials, as well as qualified staff. aIds-related deaths of 
18,000 per year leave many orphans behind. only 25 % of pregnant women in myanmar are tested 
for HIv during pregnancy – causing a high rate of mother-to-child transmission.23 data on water and 
sanitation are not reliable but available surveys indicate that hygiene standards are hardly improving.

Protection rights

The situation of child protection in the country is not well known due to general lack of data and 
information. The child protection system is still fragmented, and the legal framework needs revision. 
There is no overarching policy on child protection and no inclusive system to detect and respond to 
abuse and exploitation of children. minimum standards on residential care have been drafted but are 
not yet adopted.

There is no policy on alternative care for children without parents or guardians, and very little man-
agement of how children enter and leave alternative care. This area of the child protection system is 
seen as one of the highest risk areas for children, as the unregulated proliferation of orphanage care 
across a range of actors puts children at extreme risk of trafficking, sexual abuse, violence, and illicit 
inter-country adoption.24

In 2009, the ministry of social welfare, relief and resettlement established Township committees 
of the rights of the child (Tcrc) in each township across the country. additionally, community-
based child Protection groups (cbcPgs) were established to support the case system. The institu-
tions are partly functional (with, for example, 1,000 child protection cases documented and referred 
between 2009 and 2013), yet the system is costly and time intensive.

myanmar’s most pressing child protection issues include:
 � children in the streets; unaccompanied children
 � child labor, exploitation, and trafficking
 � violence at home and school
 � low birth registration (a quarter of children are not registered at birth, and lack national identity 

documentation that allow access to opportunities and services)
 � underage marriage
 � Juvenile justice
 � children affected by armed conflict

21	 Government	of	the	Republic	of	the	Union	of	Myanmar-UNICEF,	p.	6.

22	 Government	of	the	Republic	of	the	Union	of	Myanmar-UNICEF,	p.	6.

23	 Government	of	the	Republic	of	the	Union	of	Myanmar-UNICEF,	p.	7.

24	 Government	of	the	Republic	of	the	Union	of	Myanmar-UNICEF,	p.	19.
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In 2012, un and the government of myanmar signed a Plan of action to prevent the recruitment 
and use of children by armed groups, and to allow for the demobilization and reintegration of those 
children. even though progress has been achieved since then, the Plan should be extended in order to 
continue the work, particularly in the context of the national ceasefire and peace processes. The issue 
of child soldiers was also stressed in the latest report of the former un special rapporteur on the 
situation of human rights in myanmar, Tomás ojea Quintana, who urged myanmar to:

 � accelerate the identification and release of all children in the national armed forces and border 
guard forces by providing unimpeded access to its military sites by the country Task force;

 � ratify the optional Protocol to the convention on the rights of the child on the involvement of 
children in armed conflict;

 � The special rapporteur calls for joint action plans on child soldiers to also be drawn up with 
non-state armed groups.25

WoMen’S rigHTS

international standards

women’s rights are enshrined in the convention on the elimination of All Forms of discrimina-
tion Against Women (cedaw, 1979) and its optional Protocol, added in 2000. cedaw explicitly 
defines discrimination against women and sets up an agenda for national action to end such discrimi-
nation. cedaw targets culture and tradition as influential forces shaping gender roles and family 
relations; it is the first human rights treaty to affirm the reproductive rights of women.

women’s rights have been advocated internationally through world conferences on women. The 
most recent 4th world conference on women was held in beijing in 1995. It asserted women’s rights 
as human rights:

“The fundamental transformation that took place in beijing was the recognition of the need to shift 
the focus from women to the concept of gender, recognizing that the entire structure of society, and 
all relations between men and women within it, had to be re-evaluated. only by such a fundamental 
restructuring of society and its institutions could women be fully empowered to take their rightful 
place as equal partners with men in all aspects of life. This change represented a strong reaffirmation 
that women’s rights were human rights and that gender equality was an issue of universal concern, 
benefiting all.” 26

In the aftermath of the millennium declaration of the september 2000 millennium summit, which 
established the millennium development goals, gender issues were integrated into many of the 
subsequent mdgs, explicitly in mdg 3 (promote gender equality and empower women) and mdg 5 
(reduce the maternal mortality ratio by three quarters). The un system continues to give particular 
attention to the issue of violence against women.

25	 Human	Rights	Council:	Report	of	the	Special	Rapporteur	on	the	situation	of	human	rights	in	Myanmar,	Tomás	Ojea	Quintana,	March	2014,	p.	20,	
http://www.ohchr.org/en/countries/asiaregion/pages/mmindex.aspx.

26	 UN	Women:	The	Four	Global	Womens’	Conferences	1975	–	1995,	Historical	Perspective,	
http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/followup/session/presskit/hist.htm.
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The united nations security council also adopted resolution number 1325, demanding all member 
states to respect international humanitarian law and international human rights law as applied to the 
rights and protection of women and girls during and after armed conflicts.

The un organization dedicated to gender equality and empowerment of women is called Un Women, 
established in 2010. un women’s efforts are based on the fundamental belief that every woman has 
the right to live a life free from violence, poverty, and discrimination, and that gender equality is a 
prerequisite to achieving global development.

under the united nations declaration of Human rights, women’s rights are enshrined as human 
rights, affirming equal justice and dignity for women, stating, “whenever a woman is treated as 
inferior to a man she is also being treated as somehow less human than a man.” 27 In places where 
violence and discrimination against women are pervasive in social, political, legal and cultural life, 
violations of women’s rights are systematic and seen as natural. These kinds of attitudes and cultural 
norms present challenges to advocacy for women’s rights and often require creative ways to appeal 
to stakeholders and gain their support.

women’s rights can be framed in a number of ways to fully understand what practical actions can 
be taken to reduce discrimination and violence. one resource is the carE International Women’s 
Empowerment Framework, which defines women’s empowerment as “the sum total of changes needed 
for a woman to realize her full human rights.” 28 women’s rights are deeply affected by the changes 
in the following factors:

 � Agency: Her own aspirations and capabilities; women themselves, including their skills, knowl-
edge, confidence, and aspirations.

 � Structure: The environment that surrounds and conditions her choices. The societal and social 
structures within which women live, including but not limited to cultures, traditions, faiths, and 
hierarchies based on social class, caste, ethnicity, and gender.

 � relations: The power relations through which she negotiates her path. The relationships through 
which women negotiate their lives, including those with their husbands, siblings, parents, neigh-
bors and religious communities, government, along with other types of authorities.

care has defined the following 23 key dimensions of social change that have shown to be critical 
to women’s empowerment and improving women’s rights:

Agency Structures relations
1. self-Image; self-esteem
2. legal and rights awareness
3. Information and skills
4. education
5. employment/control of own labor
6. mobility in public space
7. decision influence in household
8. group membership and activism
9. material assets owned
10. body health and bodily integrity

11. marriage and kinship roles, 
norms, and processes

12. laws and practices of citizenship
13. Information and access to services
14. access to justice, enforceability 

of rights
15. market accessibility
16. Political representation
17. state budgeting practices
18. civil society representation

19. consciousness of self and 
others as interdependent

20. negotiation, accommodation 
habits

21. alliance and coalition habits
22. Pursuit, acceptance of account-

ability
23. new social forms: altered 

relationships and behaviors

27	 Amnesty	International:	Appendix	II:	Resources,	Human	rights	education	workshop	for	non-governmental	organizations,	2005,	p.	44.

28	 CARE	International:	Women’s	Empowerment	Framework,	2012,	http://gender.care2share.wikispaces.net/Strategic+Impact+Inquiry.
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This framework is one example of using human rights as a starting point for social change actions, 
and provides specific practical aspects of women’s rights that can be affected through advocacy at 
the community and state levels. closely tied to women’s rights, gender rights for lgbT people can 
also be framed the same way, to work for social change that ends violence and discrimination based 
on sexual orientation. The same elements of social change can be addressed to improve lgbT rights 
and reduce violence against lgbT individuals.

Women’s and gender rights in Myanmar

myanmar ratified the cedaw in 1997 with a reservation regarding article 29, stating that it does not 
consider itself bound by the provision that “any dispute between two or more states Parties concern-
ing the interpretation or application of the present convention which is not settled by negotiation 
shall, at the request of one of them, be submitted to arbitration.” 29

In order to promote and protect the rights of women and girls, the government has established the 
myanmar national committee for women’s affairs in 1996 as a national mechanism to carry out 
the beijing declaration and Platform of action. In addition, the myanmar’s women’s affairs fed-
eration had been established in 2003 to take effective measures in women’s affairs and implement 
the principles and guidelines laid down by the myanmar national committee for women’s affairs. 
according to the announcement of the committee, free legal assistance and advice to complainants 
has been provided.

This committee is comprised of members of the military and its followers. as it was founded by 
the junta, it therefore has no power to enforce international gender rights standards, and very little 
political will to do so. It does not have a mandate that allows for an efficient advocacy effort in order 
to improve the rights of women who belong to minority groups or who come from poor backgrounds 
or rural communities.

many conservative elements of myanmar society regard women as sex objects, with reproductive 
and subservient roles, and restricted expectations for women’s behavior. These expectations have 
excluded women from exercising their human rights and from full participation in civic, social, 
economic, political, and cultural opportunities.

currently, some of the most pressing women’s rights issues in myanmar are threats to women’s legal 
equality and freedom from the draft Interfaith marriage laws; eliminating gender-based violence 
and discrimination, especially sexual violence against women in conflict zones and domestic vio-
lence; and promoting women’s participation in the peace process. all of these issues link back to the 
universal declaration of Human rights, and the principle that all humans possess the same universal 
and inalienable rights, and that none of these rights can be denied based on a person’s gender.

29	 United	Nations	Convention	on	the	Elimination	of	All	Forms	of	Discrimination	Against	Women,	
http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/text/econvention.htm.
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caSeStudy

AdvocATing LgbT rigHTS – MAny TooLS And TecHniqUeS, one goAL

color rainbow is a lgbT organization that promotes human rights awareness among lgbT people 
and the general public, using awareness and outreach programming, creative art, and multi-media 
platforms. They advocate for lgbT rights issues that affect the community and call for equality 
and non-discrimination. color rainbow serves as the only national cso uniting lgbT groups in 
one network to advocate collectively for sexual orientation and gender identity (sogI) rights, while 
representing the diversity within the lgbT community.

To promote lgbT rights in myanmar, color rainbow has used a variety of advocacy tools and tech-
niques over the past two years to gain support and change people’s perspectives: research and inves-
tigation, network building, action planning, special events, icT and media, and mainstreaming.

research and investigation: In 2012, HreIb/cr initiated a research project on the discrimination, 
abuse, and violence that is perpetrated against LgbT people in myanmar on the basis of sexual 
orientation and gender identity. The information from this project has formed an advocacy campaign 
to end abuse and harassment of lgbT people by law enforcement officials through the reform of 
existing laws, such as police use of force, and section 377 of the penal code, which prohibits “carnal 
intercourse against the order of nature” and effectively criminalizes homosexuality.

network building: Prior to the establishment of color rainbow, csos, cbos, and individuals 
addressing lgbT rights existed but were fragmented and isolated, with many using a sexual health 
needs-based approach to their work rather than a human rights-based approach. In order to expand 
their knowledge on human rights issues and see the issue from human rights perspectives, like-
minded lgbT health workers were invited to attend the workshop to share the challenges they faced 
in their communities and then discuss these challenges from human rights points of views. This 
workshop launched the establishment of color rainbow as a network organization, to use a rights-
based approach with lgbT issues.

Action planning: color rainbow conducts activities based on an action plan that monitors and 
evaluates its work in four domains of change: capacity development; building networks; foster-
ing knowledge and awareness; and advocating for change to laws, policy, and practice. recent 
reforms taking place in myanmar have allowed myanmar civil society organizations to push for 
greater domain inside the country, based on the momentum that has been building from both local 
and international stakeholders.

Special events: myanmar had its first International day against Homophobia (IdaHo) and 
Transgender day of remembrance (Tdor) celebrations in 2012 and 2013. The may 17th IdaHo 
held events in 7 locations across myanmar, marking the day when the wHo removed homosexuality 
from its clinical list of mental illnesses in 1990 as one of color rainbow’s most successful campaign 
activities to date. The transgender beauty pageant, miss red ribbon, held to promote HIv/aIds 
awareness, was publicly broadcast in the same year. Tdor candlelight vigils were held november 20 
to memorialize those who have been killed as a result of transphobia, the hatred or fear of transgender 
and gender non-conforming people, and acts to bring attention to the continued violence endured by 
the transgender community. These events generated public interest and promoted positive images of 
lgbT people to change perceptions during myanmar’s transition – a time when creating a foundation 
of empowerment and respect for human rights is increasingly possible.
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LAnd rigHTS

international standards

unlike the other human rights listed in this chapter, there is no specific international treaty dealing 
solely with land rights. nevertheless, the former special rapporteur on the situation of Human rights 
in myanmar, Tomás ojea Quintana, points out that forced evictions from farm land “constitute a 
gross violation of a range of human rights related to housing, health, education, livelihoods and 
security of person.” 30 These rights are enshrined in a variety of international human rights treaties, 
including the cedaw and crc, to which myanmar is a party state.

Land rights in Myanmar

land confiscation is one of the greatest causes of unrest and rights violations in myanmar. The 
general lack of rule of law, including just legislation and an independent judiciary, along with 
the inflow of investment, has resulted in land confiscations on a massive scale. according to the 
network for Human rights documentation – myanmar’s report on the Human right Situation in 
Burma July – December 2013, land confiscation cases have dramatically increased in 2013, leading 
farmers and landowners to protest, demonstrate their outrage, and advocate for recognition of their 
rights. land confiscation and forced displacement occurs in many ways in myanmar, and is equally 
perpetrated by the military, the government, and by crony businesses, including private companies 
operating under the pretense of economic and social development. In mon state alone, the Human 
rights foundation of monland (Hurfom) reported, “over 20,000 acres of land were confiscated by 
the burmese military and cronies of government in 2013.” 31

In response to continued land rights violations, civil society and media outlets in myanmar have 
criticized government actions that do nothing to combat human rights violations occurring in many 
areas that are not engaged in military conflict. victims of land confiscation suffer additional direct 

30	 Human	Rights	Council:	Report	of	the	Special	Rapporteur	on	the	situation	of	human	rights	in	Myanmar,	Tomás	Ojea	Quintana,	March	2014,	p.	8,	
http://www.ohchr.org/en/countries/asiaregion/pages/mmindex.aspx.

31	 Network	for	Human	Rights	Documentation	–	Burma:	Report	on	the	Human	Right	Situation	in	Burma	July-December	2013,	p.	10,	
http://nd-burma.org/reports/item/124-report-on-the-human-rights-situation-in-burma-july-december-2013.html.

icT and Media: Production and distribution of educational lgbT multimedia resources is one of 
color rainbow’s successful strategies. The multimedia resources cover topics such as international 
lgbT news, sexual health education, and coming-out stories. at network meetings, members 
committed to collaboration on multimedia output through submission of content to rainbow Tv, 
rainbow magazine, and the rainbow website. rainbow Tv and rainbow magazine promote 
transparency among members through reporting on network activities and producing cover stories 
of members’ local outreach projects and impact.

Mainstreaming: overall, the activities are serving to empower lgbT activists while reducing 
incidents of violence and discrimination faced by the lgbT community. as a network using many 
tools and techniques, color rainbow aims to integrate lgbT rights into the mainstream of human 
rights activism to highlight the importance of focusing on the lgbT demographic in the pursuit of 
building a national culture of human rights. The future presents a critical window of opportunity 
for developing this initiative; political space for lgbT activism is opening up and the demand and 
interest for lgbT resources is growing.
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abuses as a direct result of the government’s “massive development projects with foreign investors, 
extracting natural resources for export.” 32 In september 2013, the government promised to solve 
land confiscation issues within a year, discussing controversial military land grabs in mandalay and 
yangon, and the “actions might be taken against private companies and persons who obtained virgin 
lands from the government but have not used them for business” to address the 745 cases covering 
512,205 acres of land.33 following this commitment, the deputy minister of defence major-general 
kyaw nyunt announced that the Tatmadaw has returned 208,371 acres of land to previous own-
ers, with an additional 154,116 acres to be returned, also stating “there are no more land seizure 
programmes in the armed forces but instead land give-back programmes.” 34

The problem of land confiscation begins with the constitution, which permits regional authorities to 
enact their own laws, rules, regulations, and policies. The 2008 constitution reconfirms the state as 
the ultimate owner of all land in myanmar; however, citizens are granted the right to settle and reside 
anywhere in the country and establishing private property and inheritance. all the citizens and organi-
zations depend upon use-rights, the rights to use land, but do not own the land where they live or work. 
antiquated laws such as the 1894 land acquisition act give the government the right to take over any 
land, making local people extremely vulnerable to forced displacement without any recourse to remedy 
when their lands are confiscated for infrastructure, commercial, and military development projects.35

There is no central law to govern land rights and ownership, and across the country, regional laws are used 
differently to address claims, settle disputes, and determine land rights. separate laws for different kinds 
of land treat disputes differently, and do not connect different classes of land. as a result, land rights cases 
are treated differently throughout myanmar, and what may be legal in one state can be illegal in another.

In 2012, the government of myanmar enacted two laws that have not stopped the tide of land con-
fiscations and forced evictions, and have arguably made the situation worse. The Farmland Law 
created private-use rights, including rights to sell, exchange, donate, and lease land. The farmland 
law legalized land confiscation for activities ranging from the construction of factories, power lines, 
roads, railways, pipelines, amusement parks, to any other project that the government deems to be of 

“national interest.” It also established the system of registered land-use certificates to create a private 
land property market. although the law states that farmland administration bodies are to issue 
land-use certificates to farmers, and that land records departments are responsible for registering 
land rights and collecting related fees, the process to obtain these land-use certificates is unclear. The 
law also limits farmers’ access to judicial remedy by establishing new agencies under the agriculture 
and Irrigation ministry that will have jurisdiction over land-related disputes rather than the courts.36

The second law influencing the land-use rights is the vacant Lands, Fallow Lands and virgin 
Lands Management Law. The law gives the government the authority to designate lands vacant, 
fallow, or virgin – whether or not they are in productive use. under this law, the government can 
use any lands deemed vacant, fallow, or virgin for domestic activities or for foreign investment with 
the agreement of the myanmar Investment commission. This law also allows the government to 
confiscate land if natural resources are found within the plot or if the land is needed for a project that 

32	 Network	for	Human	Rights	Documentation	–	Burma,	p.	11.

33	 Eleven	Media	Group:	Govt	plans	to	solve	land	confiscation	issues	within	a	year,	19	September	2013,	
http://elevenmyanmar.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=3454.

34	 Eleven	Media	Group:	Land	grabs	by	the	Tatmadaw	a	thing	of	the	past—Deputy	Minister	of	Defence,	6	February	2014,	
http://elevenmyanmar.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=4977.

35	 Burma	Environmental	Working	Group:	Burma’s	Environment	–	People,	Problems,	Policies,	http://www.bewg.org/reports/beppp.

36	 Asian	Human	Rights	Commission:	BURMA	–	Draft	land	law	denies	basic	rights	to	farmers,	1	Nov	2011,	
http://www.scoop.co.nz/stories/WO1111/S00051/burma-draft-land-law-denies-basic-rights-to-farmers.htm.
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is “in the interest of the state.” The major lapse in this law is the lack of recognition of traditional or 
customary use of land, such as recognizing rotational agriculture as a form of productive use. as a 
result, thousands of people in village communities using these customary practices have been evicted 
from their lands and left homeless. There are great differences in the number of land confiscations 
reported by the government and the amount reported by independent media. In february 2014, state-
run newspaper new light of myanmar reported that the government had recognized 745 incidents 
of land confiscation involving over 500,000 acres of land confiscated by the military over the last 
five decades, and had solved 688 of these cases.37 on the same day, dvb reported Parliamentary 
commission tasked with investigating reports of land confiscation reported 8,478 cases of filed land 
confiscation complaints, of which only 423 (5 %) had been settled so far.38

land confiscations stem from disparity between the dysfunctional system of land registration, laws, 
and policies that give preferential treatment to infrastructure, commercial, and military interests over 
rural people and farmers, and customary land tenure arrangements that are still in place, especially in 
the ethnic states. land registration and administration under the farmland and vacant lands, fallow 
lands and virgin lands management laws reinforces a top-down decision making process without 
local participation. rather than deter land rights violations, the current laws place more power in the 
hands of governmental officials and power-holders who sit on farmland administration bodies and 
farmland management committees, providing opportunities for corruption in favor of commercial 
interests. at the same time, customary tenure land management is not legally recognized under any 
myanmar laws, even though it is still commonly used in rural areas. These dysfunctional institutions 
represented by military and government power-holders create corrupt environment without protec-
tions for land tenants to receive appropriate compensation when they are forcibly evicted and their 
lands confiscated for use in large-scale investment projects.

The special rapporteur on the situation of Human rights in myanmar states “due to the absence of 
an independent judiciary and the rule of law, people are currently not able to challenge decisions on 
evictions or claim their rights to just compensation in a court of law. furthermore, those trying to claim 
their rights through peacefully protesting forced evictions and land confiscations are being subjected to 
excessive use of force by the police and arbitrary arrest and detention and criminal prosecution.” 39

The special rapporteur’s report concludes that the land rights issues will remain one of the major 
challenges for the government the next few years, and proposes the following recommendations for 
the government to consider:

 � establish a system of individual titling and tenure for smallholders to protect people against land 
appropriation and forced eviction;

 � Put in place a collective or communal tenure system for land, fisheries, and forests to protect the 
access of local communities to common goods;

 � ensure that people peacefully protesting forced evictions and land confiscations are not abused by 
the policed, detained, or prosecuted.40

37	 The	New	Light	of	Myanmar:	745	land	grabbing	cases	happened	in	5	decades	as	successive	governments	implemented	projects	in	interests	of	country	
and	people	in	accordance	with	rules,	regulations,	21	February	2014,	http://www.burmalibrary.org/docs17/NLM2014-02-21.pdf.

38	 DVB:	Govt	urged	to	settle	land	grab	claims	by	September,	21	Feb	14,	
http://www.dvb.no/news/govt-urged-to-settle-land-grab-claims-by-september-burma-myanmar/37592.

39	 Human	Rights	Council:	Report	of	the	Special	Rapporteur	on	the	situation	of	human	rights	in	Myanmar,	Tomás	Ojea	Quintana,	page	8,	
http://www.ohchr.org/en/countries/asiaregion/pages/mmindex.aspx.

40	 Report	of	the	Special	Rapporteur	on	the	situation	of	human	rights	in	Myanmar,	p.	18.
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PArTiciPATory PeAce ProceSSeS

international standards

article 33 of the charter of the united nations states that “the parties to any dispute, the continuance 
of which is likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and security, shall, first of all, 
seek a solution by negotiation, enquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement, resort to 
regional agencies or arrangements, or other peaceful means of their own choice.” 41 collectively, these 
ways of seeking a solution through means other than violence are the elements of peace processes.

‘Peace process’ can be defined in many ways, much like the word ‘peace.’ for the purpose of this manual, 
we will use the definition from Harold H. saunders, founder of the International Institute for sustained 
dialogue, and former united states assistant secretary of state for near east affairs: “a political process 
in which conflicts are resolved by peaceful means…[a] mixture of politics, diplomacy, changing relationships, 
negotiation, mediation, and dialogue in both official and unofficial arenas.” 42 Peace processes can take on 
many forms, and can be more than negotiations to end armed conflict. They can become opportunities for 
parties to the conflict, along with groups affected by the conflict, though they are not directly fighting, to 
form new political, constitutional, and economic arrangements that address the underlying conflict and lay 
the foundations for a more inclusive political settlement and society.43

Participatory peace processes engage non-combatants and wide sectors of the public to participate 
in shaping the future of their society and country. Participatory peace processes are based on the 
principles of social integration captured in the united nations general assembly resolutions a and 
b 53/243, adopted on 13 september 1999, who believe that “peace not only is the absence of conflict, 
but also requires a positive, dynamic participatory process where dialogue is encouraged and conflicts 
are solved in a spirit of mutual understanding and cooperation.” 44 characteristics of participatory 
peace processes, noted by uk peace building ngo conciliation resources, include:

 � involvement of other non-combatant political groups, organized civil society, and marginal-
ized populations such as women, youth, ethnic, indigenous minorities, and displaced people, who 
are able to influence the shape of the process, the agenda of issues addressed, the agreements 
reached and how they are implemented;

 � dynamics enabling wider participation, where governments and armed groups respond to the demands 
of non-combatant groups and open space and opportunities to include them at all stages of the process;

 � A distinct phase of inclusion or broader participation after the main parties reach agreement on 
the terms of holding wider peace negotiations, or separate levels of negotiations throughout the 
full peace process that include non-combatant groups;

 � Transparency in the public sphere about the process, content, structure, and decisions made in 
negotiations, enabling a wider range of people to participate, contribute suggestions, and follow 
development of the negotiations;

41	 UN	Peacemaker:	Peacemaking	Mandate,	2014,	http://peacemaker.un.org/peacemaking-mandate.

42	 Saunders,	Harold	H.:	Prenegotiation	and	Circum-negotiation	–	Arenas	of	the	Multilevel	Peace	Process,	Turbulent	Peace,	Washington,	D.C.,	U.S.	Institute	
of	Peace	2001,	p.	483.

43	 Conciliation	Resources:	Public	Participation	in	Peacemaking,	Accord,	An	International	Review	of	Peace	Initiatives.	London,	November	2009,	p.	2,	
http://www.c-r.org/resources/public-participation-peacemaking-policy-brief.

44	 Department	of	Economic	and	Social	Affairs	of	the	United	Nations	Secretariat	(DESA):	Participatory	Dialogue:	Toward	a	Stable,	Safe	and	Just	Society	for	
All,	United	Nations:	New	York,	2007,	p.	xii,	http://www.un.org/esa/socdev/publications/prtcptry_dlg(full_version).pdf.
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 � demonstration of the value of public debate and democratic processes as the legitimate response 
to conflict, achieved through transparency to enable greater public acceptance of the process and 
buy-in to the agreement from a range of political and social groups;

 � A balance of power between negotiating parties that prevents any one group from dominating the 
process and recognizes solutions reached through consensus offer the greatest hope for lasting peace;

 � Peace agreements that prove more durable when facing implementation challenges due to 
stakeholder buy-in from all sides to the agreements, broad commitment, and political will to carry 
out the agreements, built through an inclusive, participatory peace process.45

There are many ways to engage leaders, traditional negotiating parties, and civil society to create 
peace processes that are more transparent, inclusive, and participatory. These types of participa-
tory peace processes have shown to be more effective in the long run, and peace negotiations with 
structured opportunities for broader public participation can:

 � expand the range of issues addressed, including the structural causes of conflict;

 � Help to produce peace agreements seen as legitimate by broad sectors of the population;

 � build capacity for more inclusive political participation in future democratic governance;

 � foster a degree of political reconciliation that can lead to social reconciliation.46

The goal of any transition from violent conflict is to create a more peaceful society that prevents a 
return to conflict. In the peace process experiences of many countries – south africa, guatemala, 
northern Ireland, sierra leone – the society that has emerged from violent conflict has been more 
inclusive than before. socially inclusive societies hold values of equality and nondiscrimination as 
their foundations. These values are demonstrated in practice by the ways in which a nation prevents, 
eliminates, or responds to discrimination or inequality – of any kind. The primary characteristic of a 
socially inclusive society is the ability of all citizens to claim all of their rights – those protected by 
the International bill of rights (see p. 39 of this manual) – at all times.47

Participatory peace processes in Myanmar

of many topics, PIn’s target groups identified one as most important for advocacy: a peace process 
that is inclusive and participatory. The outcomes of myanmar’s ongoing peace process will impact 
the rights of all citizens in the country and will determine the priorities of the national, regional, 
and local governments for the coming years. This process will also lay groundwork for national 
reconciliation efforts and new structures to protect the human rights of all people living in myanmar. 
as such, inclusive participation in the process following the end of armed hostilities will be crucial 
to myanmar’s transition to democracy, and will need to have representation and input from all types 
of groups for the process to be open, transparent, and supportive of lasting peace in the country.

45	 Conciliation	Resources,	p.	2–3.

46	 Conciliation	Resources,	p.	2.

47	 DESA,	p.	12.
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overview

In august 2011, the myanmar government under President Thein sein launched a new peace initiative 
to end the devastating 60-year civil war between the military government and ethnic groups. This 
effort promised national-level priority attention to core ethnic minority concerns of making peace, 
promoting equality, ending human rights abuses, providing economic opportunity, equitable resource 
sharing, eliminating requirements that ethnic armies become border guard forces, and strengthening 
regional autonomy.48 by the end of 2011, four armed ethnic groups had signed preliminary cease-
fire agreements, with an additional nine groups signing ceasefires in 2012, and one group signing 
a ceasefire in 2013. by 2014, all major active ethnic armed groups signed preliminary ceasefire 
agreements – except the kachin Independence organization/army, and their allies the arakan army, 
all myanmar students’ democratic front and the Ta’ang national liberation army.49 while these 
ceasefire agreements are fragile, they are significant steps toward addressing underlying political and 
human rights grievances held by ethnic minorities, and began a national level peace process with all 
parties agreeing to the same conditions and responsibilities to take part in negotiations.

stakeholders to the peace process include representatives from the government, armed groups, ethnic 
coalitions, national and international mediators, peace talk facilitators, and monitoring teams. after 
preliminary ceasefires were signed, ongoing talks between stakeholders have continued toward a 
nation-wide ceasefire and full peace negotiations. The myanmar Peace center, a government body 
supporting the peace process, outlines the stakeholders below:50

The government’s primary representative in peace negotiations with the various ethnic armed groups 
is the union-level Peacemaking working committee. In september 2011, the government issued a 
three-phase peace plan:

48	 International	Crisis	Group:	Myanmar	–	A	New	Peace	Initiative,	30	November	2011,	
http://www.crisisgroup.org/en/regions/asia/south-east-asia/myanmar/214-myanmar-a-new-peace-initiative.aspx.

49	 Burma	News	International:	Armed	Ethnic	Groups,	http://www.mmpeacemonitor.org/stakeholders/armed-ethnic-groups.

50	 Burma	News	International:	Stakeholders	Overview,	http://www.mmpeacemonitor.org/stakeholders/stakeholders-overview.
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State Level Peace negotiation  
 � To cease fire from both sides
 � To deploy troops only in agreed territories
 � Prohibit the of carrying arms outside the designated territories
 � open liaison offices in areas agreed by both sides (no arms allowed)
 � In order for the negotiation process to proceed to union level negotiation, each group will have 

to form an official delegation team and negotiate the place and time for union level negotiation.

Union Level Peace negotiation
 � To remain forever in the union
 � To accept the Three national causes: non-disintegration of the union, non-disintegration of 

national sovereignty, and perpetuation of national sovereignty
 � To cooperate in economic and development tasks
 � To cooperate in the elimination of narcotic drugs
 � To set up political parties and enter elections
 � To accept the 2008 constitution and make necessary amendments via Parliament by majority consent
 � To fully enter the legal fold for permanent peace and live, move, work in accord with the constitution
 � To coordinate existence of only a single armed force in accordance with the constitution

Union Level Peace Agreement
 � sign agreement for eternal peace in the presence of the parliament represented by nationalities, 

political parties, and different walks of life.51

There is no single cohesive plan or entity that represents all ethnic groups; however, all ethnic groups 
believe that only negotiations based on the 1947 Panglong agreement that address self-determination, 
federalism, and ethnic equality will resolve the ethnic conflict in myanmar. various ethnic groups 
are represented by two major coalitions in negotiations, including the united nationalities federal 
council (unfc) and the nationwide ceasefire coordination Team. The unfc was formed in febru-
ary 2011, from previous ethnic alliances of the committee for the emergence of federal union, the 
national democratic front, and the ethnic nationalities council. In september 2012, unfc released 
the six Points ethnic Peace roadmap, as an alternative to the government proposal:

 � The armed ethnic nationality organizations, political parties, women and youth organizations, 
along with civil society organizations, will hold meetings to lay down points that will included in 
the framework for Political dialogue.

 � union government representatives and unified representatives for ethnic armed organizations will 
hold meetings to establish the framework for Political dialogue:
 » Holding meetings in a place acceptable for both sides.
 » Proceedings of the meetings are to be conducted in the presence of neutral international 

observers and the points agreed upon are to be promulgated jointly for public knowledge.

 � after establishing the framework for Political dialogue by representatives of the government and 
the armed ethnic resistance organizations, conferences of the ethnic peoples are to be held in the 
states or divisions, as necessary, for clarification and approval.

51	 Burma	News	International:	Peace	Process	–	Government	Peace	Plan,	http://www.mmpeacemonitor.org/peace-process/government-peace-plan.
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 � To hold a national conference of the various nationalities participated by representatives of the 
ethnic armed organizations, political parties, civil society organizations, and women and youth 
organizations.

 � a union conference, with participation by an equal number of representatives from the ethnic 
forces, the democratic forces and the government is to be held in the form acceptable to the three 
forces, and based on Panglong spirit; the agreements adopted by the conference are to be regarded 
as the “union accord.”

 � The union accord is to be implemented in accordance within a precise time frame.52

In november 2013, 17 ethnic armed groups established the nationwide ceasefire coordination Team 
(nccT) to represent member ethnic armed organizations in negotiations with the uPwc, based on 
the eleven Point common Position of ethnic resistance organizations on nationwide ceasefire, and 
common demands among member groups:

 � amnesty/legalization of ethnic groups
 � International mediators, monitoring bodies, public consultation
 � Panglong terms and pan-ethnic dialogue
 � cultural protection
 � Human rights and a special commission to ensure these rights are protected
 � environmental protection
 � resettlement/integration of refugees and soldiers53

In december 2013, both the uPwc and the nccT issue proposals for a nationwide ceasefire. ne-
gotiations have been ongoing since January 2014, but have been complicated by renewed clashes 
between ethnic armed forces and the Tatmadaw in kachin and shan states and communal violence 
in rakhine state. despite these challenges, all sides continue dialogue and compromise to address 
the differences in the two plans. efforts continue to negotiate preliminary ceasefire agreements with 
ethnic armed groups who have not yet signed on, and to involve their representatives in coalitions.

civil society groups have played an important role in the peace process in many ways. They have 
been critical in advocating for greater representation of marginalized groups, inclusion of priority 
issues, and for public support of the process. They have served as facilitators to negotiations and 
as monitoring groups. They have also played a key role in changing perceptions of majority and 
minority ethnic groups in the country, and in building awareness to create a “visible shift in the 
general perception among the bama or burman population, including the military, that there cannot 
peace and progress without the cooperation and participation of ethnic minorities.” 54 This change in 
attitude has also prompted “a gradual realization among the majority-burman population about the 
need for greater representation of ethnic minorities in all branches of the government – legislative, 
executive and judiciary.” 55 These shifts can be the foundations to advocate for an inclusive, participa-
tory peace process that will provide opportunity to create a more inclusive social fabric in myanmar.

52	 Burma	News	International:	Stakeholders	–	UNFC,	http://www.mmpeacemonitor.org/stakeholders/unfc.

53	 Burma	News	International:	Peace	Process	–	Ethnic	Peace	Plan,	http://www.mmpeacemonitor.org/peace-process/ethnic-peace-plan.

54	Kipgen,	Nehginpao:	Optimism	on	Myanmar’s	transition,	19	March	2014,	
http://	mmtimes.com/index.php/opinion/9908-optimism-on-myanmar-s-transition.html.

55	 Kipgen,	Nehginpao:	Optimism	on	Myanmar’s	transition,	19	March	2014,	
http://www.mmtimes.com/index.php/opinion/9908-optimism-on-myanmar-s-transition.html.
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